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Executive Summary 

The aim of the paper is to reconstruct the history of the digital strategy of the chosen single case study 

of the British institution Tate. This will be done to explain the case itself and to serve as a guideline for 

other museums wanting to implement a digital strategy.  

The descriptive and inductive research will answer the question ‘what is the history of Tate’s digital 

strategy?’  

Qualitative data was collected through semi-structured interviews as primary data sources and gathered 

from secondary sources including documents and information found on Tate’s website and on third 

party websites. 

The grand challenge this thesis deals with is the democratization of art. In order to understand the grand 

challenge within the context of managerial studies, two concepts were highlighted in relation to Tate’s 

digital strategy: co-creation and Lampel et al.’s ‘Balancing Act’ (2000). Democratization efforts can be 

brought forward through the use of digital co-creative practices, which will be pointed out to show how 

changing the communication with existing and new audiences can increase accessibility and transform 

the role of the museum audience from passive receptors of knowledge to active co-creators of meaning 

and experiences. The second concept focuses on the role that digitalization plays in helping democratize 

art by blurring the lines between the paradoxes of needing to remain profitable whilst wanting to exhibit 

art-for-art’s sake, as well as between increasing accessibility without neglecting the quality of the 

artworks and exhibitions.  

Tate’s history will be presented in the form of a timeline divided in three stages: the initial stage going 

from 1998-2007 when digital practices began to be implemented yet the focus remained on the website, 

the second stage from 2007-2015 when social media and the use of mobile platforms became of interest 

to Tate, and the current third stage where the generation of revenue became a key concern in the 

development of the digital strategy. 

Strategic advice will be presented in this paper for smaller museums, museums facing struggles similar 

to those that Tate faced, as well as for other cultural institutions wanting to move towards digital.   
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1.0 Introduction 

Technology advancements have given rise to new opportunities in all sectors, including the cultural 

one. One of these opportunities has been the possibility of establishing more direct relationships with 

audiences by allowing people to be involved in discussions and communicating with firms and 

institutions. In the cultural sector, this new level of communication and engagement together with the 

audiences’ higher access to knowledge thanks to the Internet, has begun to shift the status quo and help 

in the democratization of the art world. This however, is not the case for all cultural institutions as some 

are yet to move towards digital and embrace this new paradigm. In the case of museums, larger and 

older institutions are providing a path for digital developments that other medium and smaller sized 

institutions globally are more and more determined to follow. This paper is intended to help as a guide 

for these museums, as well as for other cultural institutions wishing to move towards digital. 

 

This thesis deals with a grand challenge that institutions in the cultural industries experience of trying to 

democratize their art form. That is, the tensions between wanting to widen the audience of these 

institutions and firms in accordance with the pressures exercised by funding bodies and by their own 

mission statement, contrasted with their desire to keep their prestige and reputation as unique and 

artistic institutions. This is a concern that the industry as a whole faces, whether it be museums, film 

companies or theatres. While this thesis does not help to solve this issue, it helps to understand the issue 

better by providing an in-depth case study research of the British museum institution Tate and its digital 

strategy. The aim of this paper is not only to describe the case itself, but by doing so, to point out 

learning points in the process of the affirmation of a digital strategy that can be used by other, perhaps 

smaller, institutions facing similar struggles to the ones Tate encountered on its way to its present 

strategy. 

 

The paper will be structured as follows: section 2 will define the problem by explaining the grand 

challenge where this research is positioned, which is that of democratization of art and digitalisation. 

This section will also include an academic discussion of the two concepts that will be used in this paper, 

namely co-creation and Lampel et al.’s ‘Balancing act’, which will be followed by a case description 

and by the research question. The methodology will follow in section 3 where limitations to the 

research will be pointed out. Section 4 will describe the timeline of the history of the digital strategy. 

Section 5 will present a discussion of the results based on the theories introduced in the academic 

research section. This will be followed by the conclusion in section 6 recommendations in section 7.  
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2.0 Definition of the problem 

A brief history of the democratization of art will be given in the next section, two concepts in the 

current discussion in organization and management of creative and cultural institutions will be outlined, 

followed by the case description and by the research question this thesis will answer.  

 

2.1 Democratizing art: a brief history of the origin of museums and their role 

nowadays 

The artistic expression in the form of paintings, sculptures and drawings has been around for centuries. 

Following the account provided by art historian and Professor Andrew McClellan (2003), before the 

age of Enlightenment, art was a commodity available only to wealthy people who would commission 

artists to work exclusively for them, reaffirming their power and wealth. During the Renaissance, the 

status of artists saw a rise and as a result, history of art became a subject of study in order to teach 

people how to evaluate works, and thus be able to affirm the status that was being granted to artists. 

Collecting and appreciating art became popular among the polite society and by the eighteenth century 

a network of artists, collectors, critics and dealers was formed. 

Even though the art world was expanding, the purchasing of art remained a privilege for the few. Art 

critics started demanding greater public access to art and academies began sponsoring exhibitions with 

the help of critics who guided the public. Private entrepreneurs started creating commercial venues and 

royal collections opened up to the public, thus moving away from the Age of Absolutism to the Age of 

Enlightenment. A shift in the minds of the public started occurring and art pieces were no longer 

considered possessions of the wealthier class, and in fact royal collections started to be considered part 

of the national patrimony. This notion became even more reaffirmed with the founding of the Louvre in 

1793 during the French Revolution. By offering free admission to the public, the Louvre became “the 

embodiment of liberty, equality and fraternity” (McClellan, 2003: 6). This notion spread across Europe 

and eventually all major cities offered museum exhibitions free of charge.  

The Victorian age saw the problem of needing to educate the public to appreciate these works, to 

mitigate feelings of inadequacy and social class differences. This desire from the public to be included, 

able to witness art and diminish the power distance between them and the elite, was the beginning of the 

democratization of art. Efforts continued throughout the years to expand the network of museums for 

people to visit without having to travel so much.  

In the 1960s however, this democratization became a subject of debate, as many believed that opening 

the doors to a wider audience meant neglecting the quality of the exhibitions. The question became 

whether museums should give priority to the democratization of art or whether they should keep a focus 
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on the art form itself regardless of who it attracts. The art curator John Walker agreed with the latter: 

“the success or failure of a museum is not to be measured by attendance but by the beauty of its 

collections and the harmony of their display” (quoted in McClellan, 2003: 35). To this day, a consensus 

is lacking and the debate persists.  

In order to democratize art even further, new museums were created catering to different publics as 

museums “serve different purposes for different people; and of course they also serve different purposes 

for the same people. It is the diversity and flexibility of experiences across a broad museological 

landscape – that will ensure their survival in the long run” (McClellan, 2003: 40). Of course, the 

situation is far from having changed drastically and the sector isn’t democratized entirely and may 

never be so. To be the private owner of a Picasso requires a considerable amount of capital. This is 

because the scarcity of art pieces by renowned artists who have passed away, combined with the 

increase in demand has made these relics incredibly costly (Rosen, 2013). The art world is also 

influenced by the logic of art’s primary and secondary markets where artworks are looked upon as a 

form of investment just like buying property is. It is also true that not all artworks are available to the 

public; once the art pieces are sold, they become part of a person’s private collection, giving them the 

right to do with them whatever they deem most fit. Many other art pieces are sold out of sight and may 

never be seen by the public (Rosen, 2013). So, unlike other creative forms such as music, some art is 

still majorly available for few individuals.  

Another worry that prevents the art world from becoming truly democratized, is the difference between 

social classes: “efforts to increase access to the arts for those on low incomes have clearly failed, as arts 

attendance and participation increase dramatically for those in higher income groups and with higher 

educational status” (Prior, 2003: 58 quoted in McClellan, 2003: 52). The intimidating environment 

remains an issue for many institutions as “art museums are felt to be repellent, formidable, or 

unwelcoming places to visit by lower demographic groups” (Prior, 2003: 60 quoted in McClellan, 2003: 

52). 

It is true that for some people “the lingering aura of privilege is intimidating, but for just as many it is 

part of the allure” (McClellan, 2003: 2). So how can museum directors increase accessibility to the arts, 

whilst maintaining the artistic value of the institution? According to McClellan (2003: 52) “the most 

astute and dynamic directors of artistic institutions are those who understand and exploit the dualistic 

nature of museums, tapping into and enlarging the rich vein of meanings possible in contemporary 

culture”. The intent today is to bridge the gap between art and other disciplines to reach a wider 

audience.  

Museum professionals, who are the current knowledge-holders of museums, are key in this 

transformation as their desire to share their knowledge can shift the status quo and vice versa, the lack 
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thereof can perpetuate it. If curators and museums staff were to keep their role, prestige and status quo, 

should the public be seen as a passive receiver of knowledge? Quoting McClellan (2003: 79), is it then 

correct to assume that “visitors simply put themselves in the hands of professionals and experts who 

furnish them with information and insight”? These doubts have made museum directors’ tasks that 

much harder as “they have addressed charges of elitism levelled by an earlier generation and increased 

their audiences by adding cafés, shops, performance events, and so forth, only to find themselves 

accused of turning museums into Disneyland” (Conn, 2010: 4).  

The advent of technology has slowly started to shift this paradigm, as art inside of museums is no 

longer solely confined within the physical buildings themselves. In fact, thanks to the introduction of 

museum websites, virtual museums and the use of social media platforms, art is more public and 

accessible than ever before. People wanting to take a look at Las Meninas, Les Demoiselles d’Avignon 

or The Starry Night, can do so without leaving their house simply by looking it up on the Internet.   

However, the advent of technology for museums hasn’t come without complains. To begin with, it has 

been argued that the extent to which digitalisation has democratized art can be questioned. The fact that 

“the Internet is a resource still limited to an economic and cultural elite questions the extent to which 

digital technology can bring about a democratization of the museum sector and the art world” (Moreno, 

2007).  

Another consideration is that the public may still prefer to attend the museum physically as 

understanding the artworks may be less successful without the help of experts. This is because the entity 

of museums remains important as “art may also exist outside of museums, of course, but its status as 

such may be questioned in a way it never is inside a museum, especially where abstract or conceptual 

works are concerned” (McClellan, 2003: xiii).  

This brings up another important fear related to the democratization of art via digitalisation, and that is 

whether museums will eventually become irrelevant institutions. Thus, is the virtual accessibility to art 

democratizing it but cannibalizing the business of museums? Moreno (2007: n.p.) suggests this is not 

the case as “art enthusiasts and/or art buyers generally use virtual museums and galleries not as 

substitutes for real museums and galleries, but rather as information tools about specific artists and/or 

art movements that can be consulted before or after visiting a real gallery or museum”. This was 

supported by the now ex director of the Metropolitan Museum of Art of New York, Philippe de 

Montebello (quoted in La vanguardia.es, 2009: n.p.) who stated that the Internet  

is the communications medium of the new generations. And we are forced to communicate with them in their 

language. They do not read newspapers, they read screens […]. The possibility that Google Earth offers to 

contemplate certain works of art in the Prado is something marvellous. You can zoom in on details that the naked eye 
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cannot see, but what you see is false, because not even the artist or the viewer can do so. Technology helps, adds, 

inspires sight, but it does not take its place. Physical contemplation is necessary and the public knows it.  

To summarize, there seems to be contradictory feelings about the role of museums and technology. 

Whilst some believe art should remain the centre of museums, others believe the priority should be 

given to the audience and the inclusion of more people. When it comes to the role of technology, whilst 

it could be argued that its advances are cannibalizing museums and even potentially making the 

institution irrelevant, it could also be argued that it is a fundamental way to stay relevant and to interact 

with the audience. This research will seek to show the latter. 

 

 

2.2 Academic Discussion 

In order to further understand the grand challenge in relation to management studies, two concepts in 

the current discussion in organization and management of creative institutions will be explained.  

 

 

The first concept is co-creation, which refers to the changing roles of audiences and their increased 

engagement in the creation of content and experiences alongside companies and institutions. The 

second concept is Lampel et al.’s ‘Balancing Act’ (2000) which addresses the difficulty that 

organizations in the creative industries face in dealing with certain paradoxes, two of which will be 

described in this thesis, namely the balance between having a meaningful artistic point of view whilst 

increasing accessibility and between art and money. 
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2.2.1 Co-creation 

Co-creation is a term used to refer to the creation of content between consumers and firms. Simon 

“argues that in co-creative projects both partners have to determine their needs and a shared goal at 

project start, and points to the fact that in co-creative projects the project is owned by both the parties” 

(Simon, 2010: 8 cited in Holdgaard & Klastrup, 2014: 194). Others argue that co-creation is “a 

synonym of ‘user-generated content” (Grabill, Pigg and Wittenauer, 2009; Stuedahl, 2011; Sandvik, 

2012 cited in Holdgaard & Klastrup, 2014: 194), meaning that the audience produces content by 

repurposing existing material instead of participating in the setting of objectives as suggested by Simon. 

This thesis will follow the second definition and consider co-creation as user-generated content.  

Essentially “co-creation allows customers to help shape or personalize the content of their experience” 

(Roggeveen et al, 2012: 771). Co-creation is not just being applied to the offering of products or 

experiences, but has also taken shape in conversations with audiences. For museums, the focus today 

“has changed from ‘being about something to being for someone’” (Weil, 2002 quoted in Holdgaard & 

Klastrup, 2014: 191) which is important as it allows to create a dialogue with existing visitors and 

understand their preferences more in depth, as well as to attract non-visitors (Holdgaard & Klastrup, 

2014).  

The introduction of co-created practices has had an impact on the democratization of art, as it is seen as 

a way to increase accessibility and democratise information. This has been possible with the web 2.0 

revolution; in fact “web 2.0 technologies are even referred to as ‘co-creative technologies’, as these 

offer assistance and allow engagement in creative processes and experiences rather than simple 

communication” (Watkins and Russo, 2007 cited in Holdgaard & Klastrup, 2014: 192). Companies and 

institutions alike are now able to interact with their clients or their audiences in spaces where they are 

active, such as online communities and social media platforms. This is said to be helpful when seeking 

to increase loyalty and sharing of information (Porter, Devaraj & Sun, 2013). Social media platforms 

for instance, allow people to interact directly with brands of their choosing, by commenting, asking 

questions or giving feedback. This has drastically changed the role of the consumer, from a passive 

receptor of knowledge to having a more active role in the creation of meaning or even of content, 

products or services, reconfiguring their roles to creators or contributors (Tapscott and Williams, 2006 

cited in Saarijärvi & Kuusela, 2013: 8). Their role of money providers thus has shifted to one of 

providers of resources (Saarijarvi, 2012).  

The role of passive audience members has changed for museums as well and has shifted “from 

considering them as an undifferentiated mass to understanding them as active individual interpreters, 

actors and participators” (Hooper-Greenhill; 2011; Falk, 2009 cited in Holdgaard & Klastrup, 2014: 

191). The new role of audiences together with changes in the dynamic between them and companies is 
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“often referred to as ‘participatory culture’, understood as a culture which allows ordinary people to 

express and share their creativity and mundane cultural engagement through digital formats” (Jenkins et 

al. 2006 cited in Holdgaard & Klastrup, 2014: 192). Democratisation is at the core of this movement as 

“these inclusive processes are considered to take the visitors and their preferences seriously; to engage 

and empower the visitors; and to open the institutions, which traditionally have been elitist and closed 

for the greater public, while entering into dialogue with the public” (Simon 2010; Losing, 2009 cited in 

Holdgaard & Klastrup, 2014: 191-192).  

Prahalad & Ramaswamy (2004) outlined a guideline for firms to harness the competencies of 

consumers, applicable to co-creative initiatives, in their model called DART: dialogue, access, risk 

assessment, transparency. According to them, a combination of these elements allows firms to engage 

with their audience as collaborators. They stated that the first element ‘dialogue’ between audiences and 

firms should involve two-way conversations in “a dialogue of equals” (Prahalad & Ramaswamy, 2000: 

81). It “is more than listening to customers: it implies shared learning and communication between two 

equal problem solvers” (Prahalad & Ramaswamy, 2004: 6). This is important given that firms no longer 

have the monopoly on information nor on its access, as the Internet allows audiences to learn about 

what other firms or museums in this case are doing, on their own or collectively with other people. This 

collective knowledge can be found in online communities, where the spread of information moves at a 

high speed, similarly to the traditional word of mouth, and is thus called ‘viral marketing’. In addition, 

they claim that the dialogue “must evolve - or die”, meaning that users need to keep their interest for the 

dialogue to subsist (Prahalad & Ramaswamy, 2000: 82). 

The second element access related to the use of tools and information as users need to be capable of 

communicating with the firm.  

Risk assessment is the third element, which poses the question: “if consumers are active co-creators, 

should they share responsibility for risks as well?” (Prahalad & Ramaswamy, 2004: 7) where risks refer 

to the potential harm to the consumer of a product or experience.  

The last element of the model, transparency, refers to the need to acknowledge the change from 

information asymmetry favouring the company towards openness of information by stating practices 

and objectives of the initiatives in a transparent way. 

In addition to the model outlined above, there are other elements that museums as well as other 

institutions should bear in mind when it comes to co-creation: managing customer diversity, 

personalization, use of multiple channels and the need for a stable centre (Prahalad & Ramaswamy, 

2000). Managing customer diversity is important as the user’s knowledge of - and relation to - 

technology can vary greatly. This is particularly true in terms of the age of the audience as “younger 
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users have always been quicker than older ones to adopt new products and services” (Prahalad & 

Ramaswamy, 2000: 83). Personalizing the co-created experiences with users is considered to be 

important in ensuring the engagement with audiences. Managing multiple channels is necessary as “the 

more environments a company can provide the richer its customers’ experience are likely to be” 

(Prahalad & Ramaswamy, 2000: 84). However, for this to be the case, the quality of those experiences 

needs to remain relatively consistent. Additionally, Prahalad & Ramaswamy stated that “it may sound 

paradoxical, but rapid change requires that companies have a stable centre [...] the real challenge for 

senior managers will be to provide that stability while embracing change. The only way to do that is to 

develop a strong set of organizational values” (2000: 87). 

Despite the advantages that come with co-created projects, there are several challenges that cultural 

institutions as well as other companies alike can encounter. Five of the challenges that can be 

encountered when implementing co-created projects will be presented next, as described by Holdgaard 

& Klastrup (2014). Firstly, shifting the institution’s view of the new role of the audience requires 

change, as new sets of rules need to be formulated, including new definitions of authority and of the 

relationship between stakeholders and museums (Meijervan Mensch, 2011: 114 quoted in Holdgaard & 

Klastrup, 2014).  

Secondly, there is a financial consideration to be made before jumping into these types of projects, 

especially on social media platforms. It is a misconception that these projects do not require significant 

investment; in fact, “social media campaigning is highly unpredictable and requires substantial 

investment of resources if the producer of a campaign is to maintain a continuous communicative 

presence online” (Burgess, 2008; Russo and Peacock, 2009; Holdgaard and Simonsen, 2011 cited in 

Holdgaard & Klastrup, 2014: 198).  

Thirdly, the image of the institution may be hindered by the use of co-creative practices; having content 

on platforms such as Facebook for instance “might make it difficult for the museum to be an explicit 

collaborator, since the museum an institution with a certain public image and brand might suffer 

damage from taking part in activities which could be considered frivolous, annoying or transgressive” 

(Holdgaard & Klastrup, 2014: 199).  

Fourthly, creative choices made by the museum or by artists before the launch of the initiative can be 

seen as restrictive as it could potentially decrease the level of creativity that outside partners can have 

on these projects.  

Fifthly, campaigns may never reach their desired audience if the content of campaigns interests small or 

exclusively highly artistically-educated audiences. In addition, they stated that competing for users’ 

attention may prove difficult as “many artistic projects might be impossible to simplify and adjust to a 
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social media environment, where the museum campaign is bound to compete against a multitude of 

simple catchy headlines and funny one-liner videos”  (Holdgaard & Klastrup, 2014: 199). 

To summarize, museums and other cultural institutions wanting to allow audiences to have their voices 

heard and be co-constructors of meaning, thus democratizing the museum experience, should be aware 

according to the literature, of the five main challenges that exist in co-creative projects and seek to 

follow the DART model as well as manage diversity, personalize projects, integrate multiple channels 

and have a stable central team to manage the required changes. The discussion section 5.2 will describe 

instances in Tate’s digital strategy when co-creative initiatives were implemented, the ways in which 

Tate tackled these five challenges as well as its implementation of the DART model.  

Existing research in academic literature analysing the role of co-creation in the museum context is quite 

limited and focuses mainly on the role of co-created projects in social media in terms of limitations and 

highlights of ways to increase engagement levels (Holdgaard & Klastrup, 2014; Drotner & Schroder, 

2013; Russo & Watkins, 2008). Existing research was not found linking co-creation to the 

understanding of the democratization of museums, which this research will seek to do. 

 

 

2.3.2 Balancing Act 

One of the most pressing paradoxes for cultural industries, applicable to museums, is the continuous 

challenge of wanting to showcase art for art’s sake, thus the desire to show the works of artists in 

absolute freedom, whilst having to think about the economic return of these decisions, the fulfilment of 

the requirements set by funding bodies as well as by the institution’s own mission statement. The 

difficulty of both serving an artistic purpose whilst having a monetary objective, is described by Lampel 

et al (2000) in their ‘Balancing Act’. The challenge is to know and understand which one of the two 

imperatives ultimately drives and should drive the decision-making process (Lampel et al, 2000).  

Although most museums are not-for-profit institutions, they are governed by a funding body from 

which they depend upon, subject to the fulfilment of certain requirements. The need to be accountable 

puts pressure on the directors of museums and “it is more likely that the funding bodies themselves are 

under more pressure to account for their spending that museums are now subject to such pressure” 

(Hume & Mills, 2011: 280). Thus, “although many would argue that the museum’s first responsibility is 

to art, the press of economic considerations is inescapable” (DiMaggio, 1987: 48). Furthermore, the 

“continued dependence on private patronage for financial support and gifts of art, and the need to 

reward those gifts with wall plaques and special events, compels museums to live in the shadow of their 

aristocratic past” (McClellan, 2003: 2). 
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A second paradox that museums are striving to find a balance for, is in deciding whether the priority 

should be given to the artworks themselves or to the audience and thus accessibility: 

public access is always paired with a commitment to preserve objects for posterity, and if obliged to compete with 

each other owing to the fragility and uniqueness of the object, preservation will always win out. In a sense, then, 

museums serve a notional future public as much as real visitors in the present. Moreover, to the extent that curators 

are trained and hired to care for their collections (and the word “curator” comes from curare, to care), they are drawn 

away from public service. Care for the public is left largely to educators and volunteers who occupy a lower place in 

the museum hierarchy (McClellan, 2003: 2). 

Whilst the balancing act theory has been applied to the cultural institutions in general (Lampel et al, 

2000; Caves, 2000), existing research does not study how the balance of these two paradoxes influences 

the extent to which museums, as well as other cultural institutions go to democratize art. These two 

paradoxes will be explored in section 5.3, where it will be pointed out how digital activities can help 

blur the lines between these paradoxes, so that a choice between two extremes does not have to be 

made. 

 

2.3 Case Description 

Tate is a British institution which today accounts for 4 museum sites: Tate Britain, Tate Modern, Tate 

Liverpool and Tate St Ives (Tate, n.d.). Its origins date back to 1897, when the industrialist Henry Tate 

donated artworks to the National Gallery, which expanded into what was named in 1932 as the Tate 

Gallery (Tate, n.d.). 

The four museums have very distinct profiles. Tate Britain, which was known as the Tate Gallery until 

2000, displays a collection of British art spanning from 1500 to the present day. Tate Liverpool was 

founded in 1985 with the intent of creating a “Tate of the North” that would appeal to a younger 

audience and encourage their attendance to the museum through educational programmes (Tate, n.d.). 

Tate St Ives, located in the Southwest coast of England, was established to showcase works made by 

artists who had either lived or worked at St Ives (Tate, n.d.). Tate Modern, the newest site which opened 

in London in 2000, is today among “the UK’s top three tourist attractions and generates an estimated 

£100 million in economic benefits to London annually” (Tate, n.d.). It contains British as well as 

international modern and contemporary art spanning from 1900 to the present day (Tate, n.d.). In 2009, 

Tate Modern began an expansion and this new site is scheduled to open in June of 2016.  

The institution’s mission statement is: 

to increase public understanding and enjoyment of art, raising funds through sponsorships, donations and legacies to 

support a wide range of educational and artistic programmes across the UK (Tate, n.d.).  
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Tate is a publicly funded institution sustained by benefactors, donations, memberships, sponsorships, 

ticket sales for special exhibitions and selling of merchandising (Tate, Board of Trustees, n.d.). 

Furthermore, Tate is an exempt charity meaning that it is accountable to the government for its financial 

situation, more specifically to the Department for Culture, Media & Sport, from which it receives an 

annual funding (Tate, n.d.). Tate members have helped raise over £29 million since 2010, helping 

among other things in the acquisition of over 500 artworks (Tate, n.d.). 

Tate has a board of Trustees in charge of setting the strategic direction for Tate, as well as allocating 

resources, monitoring performance against objectives, overseeing the management of the gallery and 

acting as “guardians of the public interest” (The Board of Trustees, 2015: 5). In addition, the board 

appoints the Director of Tate with the approval of the prime minister. The current Director is Nicholas 

Serota, who has held this role since 1988, is in charge of the day-to-day operations and has the 

responsibility for “the overall organisation, management and staffing of Tate” (The Board of Trustees, 

2015: 5). 

The choice of Tate for this research was done given the website’s popularity and reputation as being 

one of the leading art websites and for being one of the first institutions to use social media platforms 

for co-creative initiatives with the public. The case study of Tate is a paradigmatic one (Flyvbjerg, 

2006); Tate acts as an ‘exemplar’ meaning that it is a case that highlights characteristics of the museum 

sector and rather than act as a predictive case, the case can be seen as a reference point for similar 

institutions (Flyvbjerg, 2006).  

The choice of focusing on Tate’s strategy was done as strategies allow firms to provide direction for the 

future by making sense of the firm’s existing situation (Balogun and Johnson, 2004; Gioia and 

Chittipeddi, 1991 cited in Jarzabkowski & Kaplan, 2015) given that “the big picture that illustrates the 

future provides the rationale for actions in the present” (Kornberger, 2013: 106). The history of Tate’s 

strategy will be described and the purpose the strategy served will be discussed. 

 

2.4 Research Question 

This research seeks to answer the question: What is the history of Tate’s digital strategy?  

 

The aim of this paper is not only to describe the case itself, but to serve as a guide for other institutions 

by describing the successes and problems found during the affirmation of the digital strategy. The 

intention is for this research to help understand the role that technology can play for museums and other 

cultural institutions alike, in changing its relationship with audiences and in balancing paradoxes, and 

hence in democratizing art. 
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3.0 Methodology 

3.1 Approach 

The study is an inductive, descriptive and single-case qualitative research. The study followed an 

inductive path, thus it did not look for causality as in the case of deductive studies, but looked at finding 

appropriate theories from the data that was collected instead of testing existing theories by collecting 

data; thus “the explanation is induced from the data, the data comes first and the explanation later” 

(Veal & Burton, 2014: 39). The data collected and analysed will be presented in the form of a timeline 

in section 4 and a discussion will follow in section 5. Inductive studies tend to be more commonly used 

in qualitative analysis as the analysis tends to be in the form of a narrative description rather than a 

numerical estimation (Veal & Burton, 2014), which will be the case of this thesis. This inductive 

approach also led to the finding of new data sources for collection which had not been anticipated in the 

original data collection plan.  

In a descriptive study, “the aim is to describe, as far as possible, what is” (Veal & Burton, 2014: 34). 

Research is conducted to show how things are as opposed to how things should be or how things could 

be improved. The choice of having a descriptive study was made in order to compile a timeline of 

events of digital activity of the museum, to serve as a guideline for other museums or cultural 

institutions.  

The study of a single case is not seen by all researchers as a valid way of conducting research. This can 

be seen for instance by the definition of case study stated below (Abercrombie, Hill, & Turner, 1984: 34 

quoted in Flyvbjerg, 2006: 220): 

Case Study. The detailed examination of a single example of a class of phenomena, a case study cannot provide 

reliable information about the broader class, but it may be useful in the preliminary stages of an investigation since it 

provides hypotheses, which may be tested systematically with a larger number of cases.  

This stance has however been contested by researcher Flyvbjerg (2006: 220) who claimed that  

this description is indicative of the conventional wisdom of case-study research, which if not directly wrong, is so 

oversimplified as to be grossly misleading. It is correct that the case study is a ‘detailed examination of a single 

example’ but...it is not true that a case study ‘cannot provide reliable information about the broader class’. It is also 

correct that a case study can be used ‘in the preliminary stages of an investigation’ to generate hypotheses, but it is 

misleading to see the case study as a pilot method to be used only in preparing the real study’s larger surveys, 

systematic hypotheses testing, and theory building.  

Whilst a strong claim against case study research is that findings cannot be generalizable, Flyvbjerg 

claims that “formal generalization is overvalued as a source of scientific development, whereas ‘the 

force of example’ is underestimated” (2006: 228). In fact “the case study has its own rigor, different to 
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be sure, but no less strict than the rigor of quantitative methods. The advantage of the case study is that 

it can ‘close in’ on real-life situations and test views directly in relation to phenomena as they unfold in 

practice” (Flyvbjerg, 2006: 235). In addition, the claim that case studies can be subjective, could be 

attributed to all methods of doing research. In fact, subjectivity could be a problem in quantitative 

studies as well, as “the element of arbitrary subjectivism will be significant in the choice of categories 

and variables for a quantitative or structural investigation, such as a structured questionnaire to be used 

across a large sample of cases” (Flyvbjerg, 2006: 235-236). Therefore “the case study contains no 

greater bias toward verification of the researcher’s preconceived notions than other methods of inquiry” 

(Flyvbjerg, 2006: 237). 

Case studies focus on depth, thus on understanding a situation in detail, but do not provide a breadth of 

samples. The opposite is true for large samples of data (Flyvbjerg, 2006). In the case of this thesis, the 

intent was to provide a detailed account of a successful digital strategy of a museum to serve as an 

example or guide to other museums to follow, which is why a single case study was deemed to be more 

appropriate. 

The case study followed a time-series analysis, where “explanations are developed on the basis of 

observing patterns of change over time” (Yin, 2014: 142-167 cited in Veal & Burton, 2014: 315). 

 

3.2 Data collection methods 

The data collection of this research aimed to reconstruct the history of Tate’s digital strategy. The type 

of information collected was of qualitative character, and information is in the form of words and 

images rather than numbers (Veal & Burton, 2014).  

The choice of qualitative study distanced the research from a sequential approach, opting instead for a 

recursive approach, in which different sections of the research are tackled simultaneously, with greater 

flexibility and in non-linear ways (Veal & Burton, 2014: 220). 

This research was informed by primary sources in the form of in-depth interviews, and secondary 

sources including videos, organisational reports, newspaper articles and documents found on Tate’s 

website and on third-party websites. A triangulation method was implemented, which “involves the use 

of more than one research approach in a single study to gain a broader or more complete understanding 

of the issues being investigated. The methods used are often complementary in that the weaknesses of 

one approach are complemented by the strengths of another” (Veal & Burton, 2014: 128).  

Interviews were chosen to gain an insight from the people involved in the setting of the strategy. In this 

sense, interviewees act as “key informants”; they were chosen as direct witnesses of the recent history 
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of Tate. Key informants can be defined as “an expert source of information” (Marshall, 1996: 92) that 

can be obtained in a short amount of time (Marshall, 1996). In fact, “to obtain the same amount of 

information and insight from in-depth interviews with other members of a community can be 

prohibitively time-consuming” (Marshall, 1996: 93). The use of key informants could be seen as a 

limitation as “key informants might only divulge information that is politically acceptable and social 

rules could discourage the researcher from publishing potentially sensitive data which may be ascribed 

to a particular informant” (Marshall, 1996: 93). However, this was mitigated by the use of secondary 

sources as additional and complementary information to the accounts received from interviewees. 

The interviewees held senior level positions at Tate: the two deputy directors in charge of overseeing 

the strategy and the leaders of the digital department in each of the stages of its history. The research 

began by looking at Tate’s website to try to identify the key people for the digital strategy. In doing so, 

documents written by key people were found and used for the data collection, which helped fill gaps in 

the timeline for information that was not obtained during the interviews. 

The documents detailing the strategy were written by John Stack, whose email was found on his 

website and contacted for an interview. John Stack was the head of the digital department from 2007-

2015. The interview with him was done over Skype on October 21st 2015, lasted 47 minutes and was 

audio recorded. The interview will be referred to as ‘I4’ when quoting it for the rest of the paper. 

Information about his role was collected prior to the interview, thus there were no factual types of 

questions. The questions were mostly open ended and further explanatory ones were asked as the 

conversation kept going. It became clear that a big part of the strategy had taken place before his arrival 

at Tate, so other employees were contacted and the names of the first head of digital, Jemima Rellie, 

and the third head of digital Ros Lawler, were found. 

The second interview was with Jemima Rellie, who was the first head of digital from 2000-2007. She 

was contacted via LinkedIn and she agreed to be interviewed on October 23rd 2015. The interview will 

be referred to as ‘I2’ when quoting it for the rest of the paper. The interview was done on Skype, lasted 

50 minutes and was also audio recorded. She was subsequently sent a copy of the interview which she 

checked and slightly corrected. From her interview another key person of the digital strategy was found, 

Sandy Nairne, who was the deputy director at Tate from 1994-2002 and was in charge of overseeing the 

digital strategy as well as other departments. He was contacted through LinkedIn and was interviewed 

on December 1st 2015 over Skype. The interview lasted 35 minutes, was audio recorded and will be 

referred to as ‘I1’ when quoting it for the rest of the paper. In his interview, he stated that his role as 

deputy director overseeing the strategy lasted until 2002 when Alex Beard took over as the sole deputy 

director overseeing the digital strategy. Alex Beard was contacted through LinkedIn, and an interview 
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over the phone took place on December 2nd 2015, which lasted 13 minutes and was audio recorded. The 

interview will be referred to as ‘I3’ when quoting it for the rest of the paper. 

These interviews were in-depth and semi-structured. As the intent was for the interviewees to tell their 

story, an in-depth approach to the interview was followed which “seeks to probe more deeply than is 

possible with a questionnaire-based interview. Rather than just asking a question, recording a simple 

answer and moving on, the in-depth interviewer typically encourages respondents to talk, poses 

supplementary questions and asks respondents to explain their answers” (Veal & Burton, 2014: 222). In 

order to allow for this, questions were noted down as guidance, thus interviews were semi-structured to 

allow for follow-up questions; “as a result, every interview in a qualitative study, although dealing with 

the same issues, will be different” (Veal & Burton, 2014: 222) as “they take on a life of their own” 

(Veal & Burton, 2014: 223). Many of the questions that were written down, were left aside to pursue 

other discussions and stories which seemed more pertinent to the timeline. However, attention was paid 

to touch all of the topics and main question clusters that had been set out as a semi-structure for all 

interviews. The interviews included some factual questions to find out about interviewees’ roles, length 

of employment and dates for particular initiatives and projects (Justesen & Mik-Meyer, 2012). Open-

ended questions were primarily used which “allow broader answers” (Kotler & Kotler, 1998: 169), as 

the intent was to get to know the history of the strategy in depth and the roles the interviewees played in 

it. Towards the end of the interviews, more personal questions were asked such as what interviewees 

would have done differently had they stayed at Tate longer, as “difficult or personal questions should be 

asked toward the end. Questions designed to classify the respondent are asked last precisely because 

they are personal” (Kotler & Kotler, 1998: 169).  

There are limitations when it comes to the use of in-depth interviews. Although claiming that 

“interviews can also be valuable for helping to reconstruct the temporal and narrative structure of events 

that have already occurred” (Jerolmack & Khan 2014: 180), interviewees “routinely provide inaccurate 

accounts of their past activities” (Jerolmack & Khan, 2014: 179). However, a way to avoid this is 

triangulating interviewees with other sources (Jerolmack & Khan, 2014). Again, by using secondary 

sources in the form of reports and documents available on Tate’s website, years were validated to 

corroborate the accuracy of the timeline as remembered by interviewees. 

The interview with the third head of digital Ros Lawler, was done via email and answers were received 

on November 3rd 2015. The interview will be referred to as ‘I5’ when quoting it for the rest of the 

paper. 

The data collected for the 1st stage (See Table 1), included thus 3 interviews, as well as reports that were 

found on Tate’s website, which included an overview of all the changes and new initiatives as well as 

financial reports for the years 2002-2004 and 2007-2008. The gap between 2004 and 2007 is due to the 
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fact that these documents were missing on Tate’s website. The 1st stage also included information found 

on an article from 2000 from the New Strait Times as well as a detailed digital strategy published online 

by Jemima Rellie in 2003.  

 

Table 1: data collection resources 

 

Time Period 

 

Primary resource: 

Interviews 

 

Secondary resources: 

Documents and reports 

available on Tate’s website 

 

Secondary resources: 

YouTube interviews, 

newspapers, other documents 

1st stage: 

1998-2007  

- Sandy Nairne (I1, 35 

minutes) 

- Jemima Rellie (I2, 

50 minutes) 

- Alex Beard (I3, 13 

minutes) 

- Tate Report 2002-2004 

- Tate Report 2007-2008 

 

- New Strait Times article 

(2000) 

- Jemima Rellie’s paper 

(2003) 

2nd stage: 

2007-2015 

- John Stack (I4, 47 

minutes) 

- Alex Beard (I3, 13 

minutes) 

- Tate Report 2007-2008 

- Tate Report 2008-2009 

- Tate Report 2009-2010 

- Tate Report 2010-2011 

- Tate Report 2011-2012 

- Tate Report 2012-2013 

- Tate Report 2013-2014 

- Tate Report 2014-2015 

- Digital Strategy 2010-2012 

- Digital Strategy 2013-2015 

- Social Media Strategy 

2011-2012 

- Digital Transformation  

- John Stack interviewed by 

Rui Guerra (6 videos, 43 

minutes total) 

- John Stack interviewed by 

Rolan Squire (1 video, 5 

minutes) 

- John Stack interviewed by 

Ideas4museums (1 video, 23 

minutes) 

3rd stage: 

2015-present 

 

- Ros Lawler (I5) 

  

 

The second stage included the interview with John Stack as well as six videos found on YouTube of 

interviews made to John Stack by Rui Guerra. The videos were all uploaded on the same day April 24, 

2012 showing an interview they had between April 11th-14th 2012 during the ‘Museums and the web’ 

conference in San Diego, USA. The other two YouTube interviews were between John Stack and Rolan 
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Squire in 2013 and Ideas4museums in 2015. Because Alex Beard was the deputy director from 2002 

until 2013, his interview makes part of both the first and second stages. Tate Reports were also found 

for the years 2007-2015 on Tate’s website, as well as the digital strategy documents for the years 2010-

2012 and from 2013-2015, a social media strategy published in 2011 and the digital transformation 

paper available on Tate’s website.  

For the third stage, other than the email interview with Ros Lawler, information gathered from previous 

interviewees was used, on their thoughts and opinions on the future of the digital activity at Tate. In 

addition, observations were made by browsing the website in its current version. The more limited 

amount of information available for this period is due to the fact that Ros Lawler has been the head of 

digital for less than a year and because a new strategy and the report for the year 2015-2016 have yet to 

be published online. 

 

3.3 Data Analysis 

The four audio recorded interviews were all transcribed literally, as were all the secondary sourced 

videos found on YouTube (an example can be found in appendix 3). Data reduction and summary was 

carried out by applying coding. Specifically, an inductive approach was applied as the research was an 

inductive one (Miles, 2013). Thus, as each piece of data was gathered, it was analysed by pre-coding it 

(Layder, 1998 cited in Saldana, 2009) allowing for codes to emerge, which were subsequently recoded 

and refined once further data was collected. Given the large amount of data gathered, the collected 

material was organized chronologically as time was the main classification element for the creation of a 

timeline and codes were manually applied.  

As a result, data was analysed in two sequent steps. First, holistic codes were applied (Miles, 2013; 

Saldana, 2009); holistic coding entails applying “a single code to each large unit of data in the corpus to 

capture a sense of the overall contents and the possible categories that may develop” (Saldana, 2009: 

118). Thus, coding was not utilised to analyse line by line but to absorb concepts (Dey, 1993 cited in 

Saldana, 2009), applied to entire paragraphs or sections of transcriptions and documents. Data was 

divided chronologically into what became three sections, which is the way in which the results will be 

shown in the timeline. Second, data was further organized by identifying three major themes: changes 

to the website, the introduction of new digital activities beyond the website and changes to the 

organizational structure, the formation of the digital team and inter-departmental communication.  

The first section or stage of the digital strategy goes from 1998-2007, the second one from 2007-2015, 

and the third one from 2015 onwards. Formulated after interviewing key people at Tate, the official 

start of the digital strategy was established on this paper to be 1998, as this was the official launch of 
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Tate’s website, and thus the first time that the public saw a digital effort from them. The timeline 

however starts in 1994, in a section called ‘leading period’. The reason why this isn’t included as part of 

the first stage, is that the period between 1994-1998 can be seen as a preparatory one, where discussions 

were taking place but no digital activities had been launched to the public yet. 

The first period, spanning from 1998-2007 includes two separate moments in the strategy. The first one 

spanning from 1998-2000, the second one from 2000-2007. The initial two years were the beginning 

period, where only one person was in charge of the website. The second period saw the creation of a 

digital team. The reason why these two periods are included together in one stage, is because they are 

complimentary and depict the initial phase of Tate’s strategy, even though this mutated in 2000 as will 

be explained in this paper. The choice was made to facilitate the reading of the paper for the reader as 

well as due to the relatively limited as well as overlapping information available for the initial two 

years. 

 

4.0 Timeline: Tate’s digital strategy 

This section will present the timeline of the most important events of Tate’s digital strategy. It will 

begin with the period leading towards the beginning of the digital strategy, which can be said to have 

started in 1998. The timeline will then be divided in three parts: the first stage spanning from 1998-

2007, the second stage from 2007-2015 and the third stage starting from 2015. The choice of this 

division was done as each of these stages was characterized by a different head of the digital 

department, thus a different vision was given for the strategy. The first stage has two distinct periods, 

the one spanning from 1998-2000 where there was no head of the digital department and the other from 

2000-2007 when the first head of digital was present at Tate. These two were combined into one period 

as all the efforts can be said to have contributed to the initial stages of a strategy that was consolidated 

during its second stage. 

 

 

                         

Leading 
Period

1st Stage

2nd Stage

3rd Stage
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Within those 3 overall stages, the website which is arguably the most important element of the digital 

strategy, had 4 different periods. Two periods within the first stage which have been called ‘Brochure’ 

and ‘5th gallery’, the third period of the website which took place in the second stage of the digital 

strategy and which has been called ‘Participatory’ and the fourth period which is taking place in the 

third stage of the digital strategy and has been called ‘Commercial’:              

                                   

 

 

4.1 Leading period 1994-1998 

Sandy Nairne took on the role of Director of Programmes at Tate in 1994. He had previously worked at 

Tate from 1976-1979 as an Assistant Curator and subsequently went on to become the Director of 

Visual Arts at the Arts Council and did research in the United States on early digital development (I1). 

In 1994, he became one of the Deputy Directors at Tate together with Alex Beard, who was the Director 

of Finance and Resources. This restructuring and the choice of having two Deputy Directors was done 

to allow the overall Director of Tate, Nicholas Serota, to focus on tasks such as the raising of money for 

Tate Modern (I1). Sandy became the Director in charge of overseeing the whole digital strategy at Tate 

which was due to his background and “engagement in thinking about digital matters” (I1). He was also 

at a primary position to oversee the digital development as he was already overseeing the 

Communications, Marketing, Press, PR as well as Learning and Education departments.  

 

It is important to note, that this was a time when the extent to which technology could and would 

change the practices of museums and companies alike, remained unknown. In 1994 people at Tate 

started considering how the new advances of technology would affect the institution and could provide 

new opportunities for it;  

by the time we got to 1994-95 and certainly 1996-1997, it was beginning to be obvious that two different things 

needed to work together: on one hand, you had people thinking about the collection, registrar1 type people thinking 

about the information around the collection and how could digital resources help them. And then you had another 

group of people thinking about communication and new forms of promotion and new forms of exchange with 

potential audiences. So what came out of that was pretty obvious which was that you needed to think between these 

two areas and so that is why the idea of developing a digital strategy became important towards the end of the 90s 

(I1). 

 

                                                           
1 A registrar is concerned with the safety of objects moving in and out of museums (Museums Association, n.d.) 

Brochure 5th gallery Participatory Commercial
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One of the first outcomes of these discussions was the desire to digitize the collection. Upon Sandy’s 

arrival at Tate in 1994 “the question of digitizing the collection, of database work, had already come 

forward for the Tate and the Tate had made some cautious but initial moves” (I1). Employees at Tate 

had been working with emailing and computers before, but the introduction of these technologies at the 

time was seen as an internal practice not as part of a strategy. The program to digitize the collection was 

called Insight and was implemented to grant virtual access to Tate’s entire collection (Rellie: 2003). 

This proved a challenge at first and began like in many other museums with the transfer of 

transparencies2, which often were not of the best quality (I1). Because Tate was one of the first 

museums to digitize its collection, at the time there was no clear idea of how this should be done or 

what the most efficient way to do it was. The programme was supported by the Lottery Funding and by 

the New Opportunities Fund, a government fund that museums could apply to for different purposes, 

which allowed the institution to digitise the collection amounting to 60,000 artworks (I2), by the year 

2002 (Tate Report, 2002-2004).  

 

An important factor leading towards the launch of a digital strategy, was the planning of the opening of 

a fourth museum site, the Tate Modern, as the institution wanted both projects to sit alongside each 

other in a visible way for the public (I1). The talks that had started in 1994 became a concrete project in 

February 1998 (I2). By 1998 many companies had chosen this approach and had established an online 

presence by having their own website for instance, thus Tate was “not particularly quick to get online” 

(Rellie, 2003: 3).  

 

 

                                                           
2 “A transparency refers to the common format in UK, that was used for many decades for storing colour reproductions of 

the Tate's collections before digital means were available - either on 5x4 format or 10x8 format. These were regarded as the 
best means of offering faithful reproduction and came from photographs of the original works of art taken with a standard 
colour scale in view. A copy of a transparency would be lent to a publisher from which they would make colour separations 
for the litho plates involved in high quality printing of art books and catalogues. Taking these and transferring these images 
on to digital formats was the first way in which Tate could begin to have an offer on the web, rather than the huge expense 
of re-photographing the collection on a digital camera ... which was then gradually undertaken over time” (Sandy Nairne, 
2016, pers. comm., 17 January). 
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4.2 The first stage 1998-2007 

 

4.2.1 Website Launch 

Between the years 1998 and 2000, Tate had a part-time web editor working three days per week, Layla 

Painter, who sat in the communications department (I2). The website “was predominantly a brochure 

ware offering, which covered from the outset all Tate sites under a single domain” (Rellie, 2003: 3). 

Sandy Nairne (2015) stated that “brochure is the right phrase” to describe the website “but it was more 

linked... with managing the collection because the big challenge in the 90s was to not just creating Tate 

Modern, it was also organizing the central positioning of knowing where all the works of art were”. He 

went on to explain that: 

quite a lot of my role was to coordinate the planning because we had deliberately a devolved structure, so that there 

was a Director of Tate Modern, a Director of Tate Britain, a Director obviously of Tate Liverpool and St Ives. Each 

of them and their curators in effect could be choosing what the displays were, and they might all be choosing the 

same works of art at the same time for future displays. So in my mind, the web was also pretty early on becoming 

linked to the database that had to be dynamic in terms of responding to planning internal stuff if you like. So you are 

right, it was brochure, but it was also linked to the better use of the database, better use of the images (I1).  

 

 

 

The brochure-like museum website contained opening times to the various museum sites and 

information about the collection; this last point was considered to be quite important given that not all 

of Tate’s collection is on view, thus having information about the collection accessible online allowed 

Brochure 5th gallery Participatory Commercial
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users to gain knowledge on the artworks that were not on display at the galleries (I1). Some works from 

the collection were immediately made available whilst the digitization programme continued (Rellie, 

2003). Sandy Nairne stated that although Tate “needed to be very close to collection”, he “wanted it 

more public-facing” (I1). Thus even from the beginning and despite the museum website being quite 

informative, it was intended to help the public. It is important to note that due to the fact that Tate is 

publicly-funded, it has limited resources, thus the number of things Tate could achieve with the website 

at the time was fairly limited.  

The year 2000 was very significant in the history of Tate’s digital strategy. To put Tate’s digital efforts 

into perspective, it is important to note where the world was in terms of digital progress. The late 90s 

saw the growth of the dotcom bubble, which according to Business Insider (2010) began in April 1997 

and ended in June 2003. This was due to the increasingly important role computers started playing in 

people’s lives as well as the rise of the online retail sector (Geier, 2015). This meant that there was a 

rapid expansion in the number of online companies that were being created on a daily basis. The growth 

of the bubble continued steadily until March 2000, when it started bursting as stocks on the NASDAQ 

began crushing down (Geier, 2015). What this meant for companies was that the optimism that was 

created through the late 90s came crushing down along with stocks; a lot of money was lost and many 

online businesses were forced to close down. This affected Tate in 2000 as is outlined in the box below. 
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What is interesting about this is that the museum is experiencing nowadays a shift towards e-commerce, 

which will be discussed further in detail in section 4.4, but the intent of creating an online lucrative 

platform was in the directors’ minds right from the start of the digital strategy.  

This failure was seen as a learning experience for Tate and would dictate the course of the digital 

strategy for the next couple of years. Although innovation was still important, there was a significant 

change in the attitude of some people at Tate such as Sandy Nairne, who stated that he “began to be 

aware that you didn’t want to be at the cutting edge, you wanted to be a bit behind the cutting edge [...] 

if you’re in the front step you are probably going to get things wrong and you are probably going to 

waste quite a lot of money, and you know we lost a lot of money on Muse and it was not insignificant” 

(I1). Sandy Nairne claims that Tate took a step back in terms of being a pioneer in the digital strategy; 

“we were always watching other people’s websites, we were always looking at everybody else’s work 

but thinking okay fine, let’s just stay one step behind, it’s going to be a better place to be” (I1). Sandy 

does not describe this as Tate taking a more cautious step, but he stated that this did give people at Tate 

Muse: A failed initiative that would shape the digital strategy 

In 2000, Tate was exploring the idea of a joint venture with the Museum of Modern Art (MoMA) in New York, in an 

initiative that was called Muse: “it was going to be sort of a lifestyle e-commerce, very commercially-led” (I2). The 

plan was for the website to offer “design products and educational features such as lectures and concerts” (New 

Strait Times, 7 April 2000: 23). Both museums would license their collections and put them in the common entity 

called Muse, “and it would mean that if you decided as a customer to go buy a desk lamp, or an image of a work 

of art you would be given the sense that you were buying the best desk lamp in the world because the Museum of 

Modern Art had told you it was the best desk lamp in the world” (I1). The project was set to launch in the late 

2000-early 2001 (New Strait Times, 7 April 2000: 23) and was going to be “the first art venture by art museums to 

start a profit-making company” (New Strait Times, 7 April 2000: 23). The purpose of the joint venture was both a 

financial one as well as “to reach a much broader international audience and help develop interest in art design 

and culture” (Liz Addison, project manager for Muse quoted in New Strait Times, 7 April 2000: 23). 

Tate was confident in this project: “we believed, well, everybody believed that this could happen” (I1), and £1 

million was invested by a benefactor. MoMA was also confident in the project, in fact “a MoMA official said 

eventually the new company could go public” (New Strait Times, 7 April 2000: 23). MoMA’s director at the time 

Glenn Lowrly stated that “the Museum of Modern Art and the Tate Gallery have long been pioneers in the 

museum world, and we look forward to extending that ground-breaking spirit to the Internet” (quoted in New Strait 

Times, 7 April 2000: 23). 

Despite the confidence from both museums, the program failed and was never launched; “basically the reason 

why it wasn’t going to work in those days was that it was premature to be selling sofas on the internet. Funny 

enough if they tried it again now, it might actually even work but it was too early in those days; the bubble was 

bursting and people weren’t ready for it” (I2). Because the initiative was considered to be too premature in those 

days, the project was dropped: “I mean like everything in the dotcom boom it was based on a mad sense of trust 

that there would be this huge expansion of an e-commerce market, and it seemed completely logical that if you 

put two great museums of modern art, you put the Tate and the Museum of Modern Art, that you would have a 

fantastic synergy internationally” (I1). The failure of the project can be attributed to two causes; one as stated 

above was the premature timing of the project. The second cause was that “the Museum of Modern Art is not 

joined up, whereas the Tate, at least we were one website, we were one database. But actually MoMA was a 

bunch of different databases, so design department, film department, photography, they each had totally separate 

databases; but worse they had different commands, they had different people in charge of them” (I1). The project 

was thus terminated “and so Tate decided to go at it alone” (I2) and “went back to its charitable objective” (I2).  
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“a view that recognised that these ideas of where the web was going… needed to be tempered with a 

realism of what you can actually do and make work for your audience much more immediately” (I1). 

Timing thus became a key concern for the digital strategy as well as being up to date with what other 

similar institutions were doing, such as Getty and Guggenheim (I1). Interestingly, this view is not 

shared by Jemima Rellie (2015), who would become the first Head of Digital in that year; she describes 

Tate as being “so forward looking, contemporary and cutting edge, it wants to be on the bleeding edge. 

So it is very forward thinking and those are the values of the organization [...] Experimentation and 

innovation is in its DNA; it is all about change” (I2).  

 

Despite the loss of money and efforts from Tate, the project focused attention on the opportunities that 

could be taken advantage of from the use of internet technologies (Rellie, 2003). People at Tate realised 

“especially with Tate Modern which opened in 2000, they wanted to be at the forefront of museum web 

development and to do that, they decided to establish an in-house team” (I2).  

 

4.2.2 The establishment of an in-house team 

Jemima Rellie joined Tate in 2000 as the first Head of Digital Programmes, which was a new position 

in a new department (I2). She “thought they were very clever with the name, they had good foresight, 

they didn’t call it the web team, they called it Digital Programmes” (I2). Jemima Rellie reported to 

Sandy Nairne who stated that  

appointing Jemima was really important because… she had worked at the ICA3 so she knew artists-based institutions 

and she knew about working with artists. But she’d also worked for a period with British Petroleum, with BP. In fact, 

one of the things that she’s done was to work for BP was to join up all their websites around the world, they all had 

separate websites, all the little branches of BP in different countries, and to me that was fantastic because I needed 

somebody who knew how to join things up... Because it was becoming clear that as the World Wide Web was 

developing, you were going to make progress if you could make a joining up of information (I1).  

Jemima was the Head of a team of four: alongside her worked Sarah Tinsley who became Jemima’s 

deputy, a web editor and Honor Harger who ran a webcasting programme. Sandy Nairne stated that 

Sarah Tinsley was “a key person” and that her appointment was “crucial” as Sarah was familiar with 

making exhibitions (I1). The responsibility of the Digital Programmes team was “setting high-level 

strategy and co-ordinating the delivery of Tate’s public-facing digital content” as well as “ensuring the 

sum of cross-Tate initiatives in this areas is maximised, and that Tate’s website is developed as a 

destination in its own right” (Rellie, 2003: 4). 

                                                           
3 Institute of Contemporary Arts 
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No drastic changes to the organizational structure were implemented at the senior level to accommodate 

the new strategy. However, decentralization was a topic that was often discussed yet never implemented 

as the central editing was considered to be important in the maintenance of quality of content across the 

organization (I1). The decision of having a central team was also made to keep a consistent brand image 

between museum sites; although there could be different elements between sites, the feeling needed to 

remain that it was all in the ‘family’ of Tate (I1).  

 

The strategy came from the top down of the organization as it was one of the deputy directors who was 

steering the direction of the digital strategy (see Figure 1). Staff members were offered internal training 

to gain skills in editing and doing some digital programming (I1).  

 

 

Figure 1: Organizational Structure 2000-2002 

 

4.2.3 Adapting to the limited resources 

Financial limitations affected the number of initiatives and website developments that could be 

implemented at the time. Compromises had to be made and developments were gradually implemented 

focusing on providing good design, easing the website use and integrating learning programs online 

(I1).  

 

Finding sponsors for the digital strategy thus became rather important. Aside from the government pot 

of money for the digitisation of the collection, Tate managed to secure a deal with British Telecom 
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(BT), its first online sponsor (Tate, 2006) which at the time “was the largest sponsorship deal the Tate 

had… It was partly cash, partly infrastructure service-based. So again, I think that indicates the 

potential that not just Tate, that society at large was recognizing the potential digital held” (I2).  

 

4.2.4 Perceived Risks 

The Deputy Director Sandy Nairne stated he did not feel there were strong risks perceived from his 

side, yet he believes there were some concerns felt by curators with regards to them potentially losing 

some degree of control. For instance, previous to these digital changes, curators had the control of 

labels4 but that was changed and a curator of interpretation was appointed for that job instead (I1).  

 

A second perceived risk that generated discussion at the time were arguments related to the digitisation 

of the collection in respect to copyright protection, including whether digital copies should be high or 

low resolution and on the copyright of the transparency (I1). Copyright issues are particularly 

challenging for modern and contemporary art, thus affecting Tate quite heavily (I2). Sandy Nairne 

stated that cooperation from artists was difficult to obtain at first as they were concerned with copyright 

issues: “when we talked to artists, most of them simply said no to their works being reproduced on the 

web; nearly all of them said no in the first years. It took a long time to persuade them, or they began to 

realize in the use of the web themselves; that it was completely okay for them to allow” (I1). However, 

the lack of cooperation from artists was not felt by Jemima Rellie, who claimed that “by and large the 

artists were incredibly supportive, we had to approach every single one but the vast majority were not 

afraid of the possibility of having their painting online” (I2). These disputes were entirely solved with 

time “because in the end the risk has not proven to be a concern… most museums realised that actually 

people taking photographs and people using the images of the web isn’t a problem” (I1).   

 

A debate that museum professionals were having at the time was whether a strong online presence 

would cannibalize visits at the physical museums, as it was feared that the public could choose to see 

paintings virtually rather than at the galleries. According to Jemima Rellie, “I think that fear has almost 

entirely dissipated now but you occasionally still hear that concern [...] I don’t think there were many 

people at Tate who were all that concerned about it, but it was a topic of conversation within the sector 

at the time” (I2).  

 

Sandy Nairne (2015) confirmed this view and stated that  

                                                           
4 A description of the work (title, date of production, materials, short interpretation) (Signe Havsteen, 2016, pers.comm., 16 

January)  
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certainly some people asked the question, but I never seriously thought it was a worry, quite the reverse…There’s a 

famous book by John Berger called “Ways of Seeing” from 1971, and in 1971 he holds up, it was also a television 

program, he holds up a postcard of the Mona Lisa and he says, this is the postcard, there are more postcards of this 

painting sold than any other postcard in the world or any work of art, and he says, every one of these postcards is 

another person who wants to see the original. And of course he was right. The desire, the whole thing was about 

increasing desire. 

 

Hence, although having a digital presence was perceived as a risk for some people in the sector, it did 

not seem to be a major risk factor in the minds of the leaders at Tate. 

 

4.2.5 Renovation of the website: from brochure to 5th gallery 

 

 

March of 2000 saw the renovation of Tate’s website (Rellie, 2003; see appendix 1). The intent was to 

go from the brochure-type website to having an online space, Tate Online, with its own branding, 

consistent with the branding at the physical sites (I1). Damien Whitmore headed the rebranding of Tate 

as a whole and “Tate hired the corporate design agency Wolff Olins to re-do the Tate brand in time with 

the opening of Tate Modern […] they gave each of the sites their own colour” (I2) including one for 

Tate Online. As Jemima Rellie (I2) explains,  

the ambition was to set up Tate Online as a destination in its own right; it wasn’t solely about promoting the 

programs of the other four galleries but it was conceived of as effectively a gallery in its own right, with its own 

program, and it supported the other galleries as well of course. The language that we were using, and I think this 

became more sophisticated once the department was set up, we would talk about a network of galleries and we were 

borrowing heavily from the language of the web. 

It was at this point that the notion of a 5th gallery spread across the organization and “in a sense the web 

became of course the way of representing Tate as the single organization” (I1). The intention of the new 

websites was for the activities at the galleries to be mirrored on the website,  

 but then of course what began to happen was realising that you needed to have the idea of the digital space as 

another Tate, and so if you’d like, it began to almost reverse - instead of saying the website mirrors what happens in 

the galleries it began to be what people now accept more, which is the concept of course of a digital space as being 

its own space (I1).  

The opportunities that digital was opening up for Tate were numerous, which the artist Susan Collins 

represented in her project ‘Tate in Space’ in which she designed the idea of Tate being in space by the 

Brochure 5th Gallery Participatory Commercial
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moon as another site (I1). This playful work showed the extent of the revolution and expansions 

happening at Tate.  

 

However, the rebranding did not come without arguments as  

the single word Tate, was quite controversial to start with. We had to convince the trustees of the Tate that it can no 

longer be called the Tate Gallery, it’d just be called Tate. And of course there was a lot of joking about taking away 

the word ‘the’, you know it just seemed very pretentious to some people. But it was also saying okay, here’s Tate 

meaning one collection, one organization and then Tate Britain, Tate Modern, Tate Liverpool and Tate St Ives (I1). 

 

As the website increased in popularity, Tate realised it could use it to expand its international presence 

and to find out more about its existing presence worldwide. The website in fact helped shed light on 

Tate’s international reach, sometimes in unexpected ways, as can be seen in the following box:  

 

 

4.2.6 Digital Activities 2002-2007 

Aside from the digitization of the collection and the website, the Digital Programmes team was also 

invested in other initiatives. One of the tasks of the team, which was carried out by Honor Harger, was 

the recording of lectures that took place at Tate Modern’s auditorium, streaming them live and keeping 

the files online for later viewing. The initiative reached larger audiences than the ones that could fit in 

the auditorium, as the online platform capacity is not finite. It also allowed people who could not be 

present at the time of the lecture, to watch it at another time; “it wasn’t millions of people watching it 

but it was a very significant increase in the audience for those events” (I2). 

Another initiative developed was i-Map, an online art resource “project focusing on works by Matisse 

and Picasso and developed specifically for the visually impaired” (Rellie, 2003: 6-7). i-Map 

“incorporates text, audio, image enhancement and deconstruction, animation and raised images. Rather 

than examining the entire artwork at once, i-Map introduces detail in a carefully planned sequence, 

gradually building towards an understanding of the work as a whole” (Tate, n.d.). Tate won its first 

Tate’s online international reach 

“When we tracked the web users of Tate in the early years, we found out there was a very big web use in Brazil and 

we saw there was this great push from...Latin America, Brazil particularly of web usage. And we couldn’t work it out 

to start with and then we began to do a bit more research and we realized that of course what it was, was that in 

Brazil you’ve got a very good education system, you’ve got very good higher education, but you haven’t got so many 

museums, and you particularly haven’t got so many museums of modern art. They have some museums of modern 

art. So what that web usage represented was desire, it was people in Brazil who desired to have relationships with 

those works of art. So when I was developing the international strategy, one of the very first places we did more 

work, was Brazil. And we then set about making partnership and then actually sent exhibitions to Brazil from the 

Tate” (Sandy Nairne, 2015). 
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BAFTA award for the project in the Technical Innovation category in 2002 as well as the London 

Tourism Award for Best Website in 2002 (Tate Report 2002-2004).   

2002 also had another key moment for the digital strategy: the Director of Programmes Sandy Nairne 

left Tate leaving Alex Beard as the sole Deputy Director, overseeing amongst other things, the digital 

strategy.  

In 2003, Tate Online obtained its second BAFTA for the Best Online Factual site. In the same year, 

Tate secured the renewal of its sponsorship with BT which provided a further £2,000,000 for the 

institution to use for the following three years on Tate Online (Rellie, 2003). Although the funding from 

BT was secured, resources were still limited and as a result opportunities needed to be prioritised. 

Jemima Rellie (Rellie, 2003) established 6 main objectives for Tate Online by 2003 in order to make 

the priorities clear for the website, which will be explained next and is summarized in Figure 2. 

 

Figure 2: Tate Online objectives and projects aimed at achieving those objectives. (Information gathered from Rellie, 2003) 

I. Increase access to Tate's Collection and Programmes  
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This first objective was divided into three parts. The first was to increase offline gallery visits, which 

Tate sought to accomplish through the initiatives ‘Explore Tate Britain’ and ‘Explore Tate Modern’, 

aimed at international audiences (Tate Report 2002-2004). These initiatives provided “an interactive 

map of the displays to facilitate planning a trip” to these sites (Rellie, 2003: 5). The second part of the 

objective was to improve the experience for visitors at the museum, which was done for instance 

through the SMART (student multimedia art research tool) project, which launched in 2002. SMART 

was the first multimedia tour experience in the UK (Tate Report, 2007-2008). Instead of writing notes 

down on a sheet of paper, Tate Modern provided students with PDAs (personal digital assistants), 

handhelds offering digital content beyond information that is offered on a digital brochure. PDAs are 

linked to a wireless network and provide “on-the-spot information and other rich multimedia content 

about selected works” (Tate Report, 2002-2004); they “hold film clips, audio, images, games and 

music, and the students can also draw and record their own material and send text messages” (Tate 

Report, 2007-2008), all of which could later be found on a website to recuperate the material for the 

classroom. Thus digital became a primary tool for educative purposes, which is one of the core 

components of Tate’s mission. The same experience was subsequently offered to all visitors in an 

initiative called ‘The Multimedia Tour’. The third part consisted in increasing the number of online 

visits and on the duration of these. With this aim, developments to the collection section of the website 

remained a priority as this attracted 30% of all website visitors and included the adding of contextual 

information for virtual visitors. In addition, the webcasting programme received increased investment to 

improve the quality of the content and emphasis was put in increasing initiatives to improve the 

accessibility of content for the socially excluded.  

II. Broaden, expand and diversify Tate's audience, real and virtual  

The second objective was aimed not only at increasing visitor numbers but at engaging with new users; 

“the objective is achieved by targeting under-represented audiences with specific and relevant content” 

(Rellie, 2003: 6). An initiative that helped reach this objective was the previously mentioned i-Map 

project. 

III. Function as a fifth5 site for Tate, featuring a distinct and identifiable programme appropriate to 

the medium  

Tate sought to provide a unique programme at Tate Online through the aforementioned contextual 

information of the digitized collection, e-learning and net-art. Its increased focus on e-learning can be 

seen from the hiring of Tate’s first e-learning curator whose responsibilities included the development 

of a cross-site e-learning strategy, with “initiatives that were to be self-contained, and not to rely on the 

                                                           
5 Jemima’s paper stated ‘sixth’, however sixth was used to include Tate Space, an artwork project by Susan Collins. Jemima 
confirmed that fifth is more accurate for Tate Online (Jemima Rellie, 2015, pers. comm., 9 December). 
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ability to visit the offline galleries” (Rellie, 2003: 7). The efforts proved successful as “21% of visitors 

to Tate.org.uk in June 2003 suggested e-learning as their reason for visiting” (Rellie, 2003: 7). Efforts 

were also put into the commissioning of net art which was defined on Tate Online (n.d.) as “art made on 

and for the Internet”.  

IV. Promote and enhance organisational efficiency  

Tate’s administrative functions under the UK directive were expected to be delivered electronically as 

well as in a customer-focused way by 2005. In order to comply, improvements were made in the 

monthly mailing lists, the selling of tickets, custom print sales and membership renewals. Thus Tate’s 

increasing focus on digital aligned with the increasing external pressures and external focus on the 

importance of digital activities for the public. 

V. Generate revenue to support future Tate activities  

Although Tate moved towards a more charitable state after the failed Muse project, the generation of 

revenue remained an objective for the website. At this point in time, Tate was generating revenue online 

from the shop and the selling of tickets: “the shop is now profitable, and sales continue to rise steadily 

month-by-month. The in-house online ticketing service has also proved successful, with some events 

now only sold online, such as a recent PJ Harvey concert, where several hundred tickets were sold 

within half an hour of being released, with all the commission going to Tate” (Rellie, 2003: 8-9). In 

addition, conversations for the future of online revenue opportunities started taking place, in terms of 

whether all content should be offered for free as was the case, or whether to charge for some content.  

VI. Facilitate new partnerships to improve the range of content and services offered 

At this point Tate had secured partnerships with BT and BBC amongst others, and the objective was to 

keep pursuing new ones to increase the resources available for the improvement of the content and 

range of digital services offered to users.  

Jemima Rellie concluded that the website needed another re-design, due to several reasons. Firstly, the 

rising number of visitors demanded an increase in performance from the site. The vast range of 

initiatives offered 

have now pushed the current site architecture to breaking point. The breadth and depth of content now on offer and 

the range of services now available are no longer easily contained within the 2000 design, and usability is therefore 

adversely affected. Arguably more problematic than this is that this design does not adhere well to industry standard 

guidelines and the site is currently not as accessible as it might be. Furthermore, Tate Online is currently difficult to 

maintain with only limited use of publishing tools and content management systems (Rellie, 2003: 9).  
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Secondly, by 2003 Tate had two full time web editors, however “the requests for updates is increasing 

at a speed that is impossible for two people to manage” (Rellie, 2003: 9-10), meaning that “relatively 

simple cross-site changes can take days to complete, and that re-purposing content for cross-platform 

distribution ostensibly requires starting from scratch” (Rellie, 2003: 10). Thirdly, at this point in time 

Tate realised that people were accessing the internet through multiple platforms which was a trend the 

digital team wanted to acknowledge and pursue.   

The argument for a renewal of the website was presented to senior management in 2003 with the 

intention of spending the following year developing a plan for the project, including the costs and 

sources of funding: “at this stage in the proceedings it is already clear that fundamentally the re-design 

will not be about providing new content, but rather about improving the visitor experience and ensuring 

the site infrastructure is sufficiently scalable and flexible to enable Tate to continue working to achieve 

the overarching objectives outlined above” (Rellie, 2003: 10).  

In order to successfully implement the new re-design, Tate was considering: 1. benchmarking its site 

with other art museums’ and other cultural organizations’ websites; 2. having discussions with other 

museums which had recently redesigned their websites; 3. establishing an external advisory panel of 

industry leaders with extensive online experience; 4. conducting online visitor surveys to understand 

usage patterns as well as to improve visitor experience; 5. conducting public focus groups to gain 

further insights for the re-design; 6. conducting cross-departmental meetings to meet the objectives of 

all departments (Rellie, 2003: 11-12). The attention thus shifted from the content itself, to the 

accessibility of the content, its look and feel, as well as to the creation of a sustainable website which 

could enable the growth of content over the following years.  

In 2004, Tate published a report online for the years 2002-2004 containing a summary of developments, 

including digital ones. By 2004, Tate Online was “the UK’s most popular art website” (Tate Report, 

2002-2004: 2) and contained the completed conversion of the catalogue online. Amongst the 

highlighted initiatives on the report is Tate’s first online course which provided users with a basic 

introductory course to modern art; the expansion of the webcasting programmes projects to include 

more live webcasts archived under the section ‘Online Events’ on the website; the addition of a section 

focused on academic research; the introduction of a new online journal called Tate Papers, reporting on 

major projects and partnerships. In addition, Tate managed to track users’ activity and found that people 

who plan their “visit to a Tate gallery often go first to Tate Online for information and to book tickets 

and purchase Tate Membership. Today, up to fifty percent of advance ticket sales for Tate’s exhibitions 

and events are made online” (Tate Report 2002-2004: 293). 
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 An important highlight of the report is the cross-departmental aspect of the digital strategy. In fact 

“almost all departments now contribute content and ideas” (Tate Report 2002-2004, 240), compared to 

digital activity being handled solely by the centralized digital team before.  

Aside from the website developments, Tate launched a “new touch-screen system [which] allowed 

visitors to Tate Britain’s Turner and Venice exhibition to view the artist’s sketchbooks online while in 

the galleries” (Tate Report 2002-2004: 293) and kiosks at Tate Modern provided information on the 

works on display at the gallery, which could also be found online for later access.  

With regards to learning, by 2004 Tate offered online solutions to the 400,000 people who participated 

annually in their education programmes. This was thanks to the introduction of the e-learning curator as 

well as to the collaboration between Tate and the City Literary Institute which allowed the museum to 

offer the possibility of studying art online (Tate Report, 2002-2004).  

What is perhaps most significant is the increase in both visitors to the four museum sites as well as to 

Tate Online (Graph 1). Between 2002 and 2003, Tate Online received over 2 million website visits. 

This increased by 40% in 2003-2004 to 3.4 million website visits (Tate Report, 2002-2004). 

 

Graph 1: Physical and Online visits from 2002-20156 

                                                           
6 The graph was compiled with information found on Tate’s Reports for the years 2002-2015. The reports for the years 2004-

2007 are missing from the website, and the number of online visitors was not included in the 2007-2008 report, which is why 
these figures are missing. 
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The re-evaluation of the website and consequently of the digital team spanned for a couple of years and 

saw the expansion of the Digital Programmes team from 6 people to 16 by 2007. In 2005 John Stack 

joined Tate as a member of the Marketing Communications Department in a role that revolved “around 

populating the content management system and managing web content” (Stack interviewed by Rui 

Guerra, 2012a). He then took on the role of Website Editor, appointing “someone to look after the 

collection, someone to do with children’s website, someone to do with young people’s website” (Stack, 

interviewed by Rui Guerra, 2012a). In addition to this, because of his experience, he was in charge of 

the hiring of an editorial team, as “the feeling was that without a central oversight of all of these 

projects together, from an editorial perspective that there was more potential to do new and different 

kinds of things” (I4). At this point in time, six people were working on the editorial side of the team, 

whilst the others were focused on the technological side and “would either be designers, or computer 

programmers or they would be project managers and people which would be taking project 

requirements and turning those into a specification that could be built” (I4). He was promoted to Head 

of Tate Online in 2007 upon Jemima Rellie’s departure from Tate, a role that would subsequently be 

renamed to Head of Digital Transformation (John Stack interviewed by Ideas4museums, 2015). This 

would mark the beginning of the second stage of the digital strategy at Tate. 

 

4.3 The second stage 2007-2015 

 

 

 

This section will begin by introducing new digital initiatives established from 2007-2009, it will 

continue by describing the changes to the website from 5th gallery to its participatory phase, the goals of 

the digital strategy between 2010-2012 will be summarized, the challenges for the new website will be 

outlined as well as the organizational structure adapting to the digital changes, which will be followed 

by an explanation of the role of social media in the digital strategy.   
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4.3.1 New digital initiatives 2007-2009 

This section will outline the digital initiatives between 2007 and 2009. The aim of Tate Online of 

reaching a more international and diverse audience, remained consistent throughout these years. 

According to the Tate Report 07-08, the year 2007 saw the following new digital initiatives: TateShots, 

BT Tate Player, the ‘How We Are Now’ project and the ‘Great Tate Mod Blog’.  

 

Tate started releasing content on multiple devices with the initiative TateShots, consisting of monthly 

podcasts that provided highlights of performances, events and exhibitions at Tate. These podcasts were 

available online and could also be downloaded to view on other devices such as iPods. The result of this 

initiative were 70 short videos released over a year, downloaded over 300,000 times on Tate’s website 

as well as from other sources such as iTunes. 

BT Tate Player enabled film content as well as archive audio to be shown online and offered a 

multimedia guide to certain key artworks on display. The information was available with subtitles and 

with filmed signers using British Sign Language, continuing the efforts of including and engaging with 

diverse audiences. 

This year was also significant as it was the first time that the public was asked to interact with an 

exhibition, in the ‘How We Are Now’ co-created initiative. The way this was done was by launching a 

competition in which the public was asked to photograph Britain based on the four themes of portrait, 

landscape, still-life or documentary. Tate received thousands of submissions which were displayed 

online and out of those submissions, forty were chosen and formed a display in the gallery (Tate Report 

07-08). The initiative originated from the marketing department which wanted the digital team to build 

a dedicated website for people to upload their photographs. However, instead of spending money in 

building a new platform, the digital department decided to collaborate with Flickr, a social media 

platform where photographers gathered online that was becoming increasingly popular, for users to 

submit their photographs. This project was significant because of two reasons: firstly, Tate was one of 

the first museums to do a large social media project (I4). Secondly, “the public were for the first time 

contributing to the narrative of an exhibition, which is something that you see more and more, but at the 
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time it was kind of very unusual [...] this was really the starting point when we were looking at social 

media and thinking, there are platforms other than our own website which we can use to engage with 

audiences” (Stack interviewed by Rui Guerra, 2012c).  

Another co-created initiative which took place in 2007 was the ‘Great Tate Mod Blog’ which consisted 

on the public creating “a massive, online mood board for Tate” (Tate Report, 07-08: 67) in 

collaboration with BT. The public was asked to send pictures to contribute thoughts on how they 

believed the new expansion of Tate Modern should look like. The pictures could be taken with mobile 

phones of areas such as cafes, public spaces or lounges, or shared from computers or from Flickr (Tate 

website, 2007). The initiative culminated in an exhibition at Tate Modern in summer 2008 (Tate 

website, 2007). 

According to the Tate Report 2008-2009, in 2008 Tate’s digital initiatives included: a multimedia tour 

at Tate Liverpool, a partnership with Google, the expansion of TateShots, microsites and the relaunch 

of Tate Kids.  

 

Tate Liverpool saw the launch of a pilot programme of a multimedia tour of the exhibition, which was 

free to download at the gallery itself on Apple’s iPod touch. This “was the first self-produced 

multimedia tour of its kind” (Tate Report 2008-2009: 58) and offered visitors behind-the-scenes 

footage, interviews, music and photographs in order to get a deeper insight into the artist Klimt’s art and 

life.   

Tate pursued more partnerships, one of which with Google for Google Maps Street View:  

a selection of Britain’s most iconic and historically significant paintings from the Collection have been integrated 

into Google Maps and visitors can, for example, compare today’s view of Westminster with JMW Turner’s depiction 

of the Houses of Parliament on fire in 1834. This pioneering initiative provides a new context for works from Tate’s 

Collection, and highlights changes in Britain’s urban and rural spaces over time (Tate Report 2008-2009: 65).  
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Existing initiatives were further developed, such as TateShots, by expanding the availability of video 

and audio downloads, which the public could access for free in Apple’s iTunes U7.  

Digital developments were also implemented for major exhibitions, now supported by in-depth 

microsites. Visitors and non-visitors alike could explore certain exhibitions much more in-depth 

through audio and video content from the BBC’s archive, as well as through the showing of a virtual 

tour of every room of the exhibition providing the background on artists’ works and life; “extracts were 

also shown on the BBC’s website, opening up access to millions of new viewers internationally” (Tate 

Report 2008-2009: 64). 

In terms of engaging with new audiences, the website section dedicated to 6-12 year olds, Tate Kids, 

was relaunched in 2008. Its nature is interactive and community-based, where children are able to create 

their own galleries and pieces of art and share them with other children on the website. For cautionary 

reasons, the community features are limited for this section of the website. This relaunch marked a 

change for Tate Online as “the museum website is not just our art, it’s starting to be other people’s art 

including children” (John stack interviewed by Rolan Squire, 2013). Tate Kids won several awards 

including a Webby, which according to The New York Times is “the Internet’s highest honor” 

(webbyawards.com, n.d.), the Best Educational Website at the 2009 Museums and the Web 

international awards (Tate Report 2008-2009) and remains to this day one of the most popular sections 

of the website (I4). 

 

The year 2009 saw the continuation of co-created projects such as ‘The Tate Movie Project’, the launch 

of an app, the installation of a wireless network and developments of TateShots.  

 

 

Co-creation continued to be an important element in Tate’s digital strategy in 2009 according to Tate 

Report 2009-2010, with the launch of the ‘The Tate Movie Project’, and animated film project that was 

to be made by - and for - children in the United Kingdom. Children were asked to contribute ideas 

                                                           
7 The area of the iTunes Store dedicated to educational content. 
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online and during workshops held around the country. Artworks made by 5-13 year olds were collected 

by the ‘Tate Movie Truck’ which visited over 50 schools, family events and festivals across the UK. 

The project was successful and “won a Bafta and set the Guinness World Record for the animation with 

the most individual contributors” (Tate Report 2011-12: 53). The Tate Movie Project was one of the 

many film initiatives developed by Tate during this year. Tate in fact launched the Tate Channel online, 

which offered more than 800 films about art and artists and made twenty short films for the British TV 

Channel 4 (Tate Report, 2009-2010).  

In an effort to move to new digital spaces other than the website, Tate launched its first iPhone 

application as part of the programme ‘The Unilever Series’. The app was immersive, interactive and 

provided new perspectives on the artist Miroslaw Balka’s work, for which Tate won its second Webby 

Award. 

Tate Modern saw the installation of a wireless network which provided visitors with free internet 

connection in order to enhance the visitors’ use of new media and provide and deliver content directly 

to people’s mobile devices for future in-gallery initiatives.  

TateShots, Tate’s online video content, continued to increase its success and went from releasing 

content on a monthly to weekly basis due to popular demand, as viewers had downloaded content over 

500,000 times since its launch.  

Thus this beginning period of the second stage of the digital strategy saw a number of new initiatives. It 

is worth noting that throughout this second stage Tate continued taking inspiration from other 

institutions such as the Smithsonian, the Museum of Modern Art in New York, the Indianapolis 

Museum and the Brooklyn Museum in America (I4).  

At this point in time, the website was still considered to be on its ‘5th gallery’ phase, as stated under the 

2008-2009 report: “with over 1.8 million unique visitors per month by March 2009, the website is 

Tate’s fifth venue where national and international visitors can engage with Tate’s Collection, 

programmes and resources” (Tate Report 2008-2009). This view changed by 2010, when Tate 

published its digital strategy on its website for the first time. The report written by John Stack, which 

was originally an internal document presented to the trustees, detailed the strategy Tate would follow 

from 2010-2012. Although considered to be “the number-one arts website in the UK” (Tate Report 07-

08: 67), in Stack’s words the strategy “was really an admission that we weren’t happy with where we 

were with our website, we saw the need for change and we saw that that change had to be really deep 

and really fundamental and it basically meant replacing the entire website. And not just replacing it but 

changing it completely” (interviewed by Rui Guerra, 2012f). The trustees’ reaction was positive and 

both John Stack and Alex Beard agreed the document should be published online, which was something 
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that other museums such as the Smithsonian Institution had already done. The document was slightly 

changed by taking out issues and risks and adding principles in the beginning to give it a frame for the 

reader. According to John Stack (interviewed by Rui Guerra, 2012f) the intent of the document was to 

openly state the direction in which Tate was going as a response to the number of enquiries Tate was 

receiving with regards to their digital strategy. It was also a way for Tate to commit to the strategy by 

stating it publicly. The publishing of the online strategy had a positive response from people, given the 

level of detail and specificity of the document and its practical implications. 

 

4.3.2 Renovation of the website: from 5th gallery to participatory period 

The online digital strategy for 2010-2012 introduced 10 principles for the new Tate website, as shown 

in the box below. John Stack stated that “although a lot of the specifics are very specific around Tate, 

the ten principles at the front would be applicable to any heritage organization and I would encourage 

them all to do those things” (interviewed by Rui Guerra, 2012f). 

 

Perhaps the most important point made in the strategy was the need for a shift from the existing 5th 

gallery notion of Tate Online, to its being interactive in order to engage with the audience. The idea was 

that instead of it being a 5th destination, the website would be “a dimension of practically everything 

Tate does, from research and conservation to fundraising and public programmes” (Stack, 2010: n.p). 

The aim was for the website to be “the most engaging and most social arts website, to match this with 

Ten principles for Tate’s website 

1. The website is to be audience-centred and facilitate the user’s experience rather than to follow Tate’s 
organisational structure. 

2. The website is not only intended for publications but for interaction as well, and should allow audiences to 
participate, debate and discuss among them. 

3. “The website must be alive with thoughts, conversation and opinion” (Stack, 2010: n.p.) which is to be 
achieved through the use of blogs and articles for example. 

4. Content should be intermixed, meaning that publications, commercial offers (membership, patrons, books, 
artists’ prints) and community features (blogs, user comments, discussion threads) should not be separate. 

5. All of the webpages should be considered as a possible start for the user journey. Because most online 
visitors “enter the site at a deep page, from a search engine or other incoming link” each page must 
“simultaneously stand alone, make its context clear through navigation, and offer links to closely 
related content” (Stack, 2010: n.p.). 

6. The management of content and the responsibility of engaging with the audience will be distributed around 
the organisation. Thus the owners of the content should manage it as well.  

7. Open and shared online content; “users must be free to take, repurpose and redistribute Tate content to 
fulfil their individual needs. Data should be made available to third parties for easy reuse” (Stack, 2010: 
n.p.). 

8. Interact with audiences where they are online, on social media, mobile platforms or third-party websites 
9. Personalisation is key to fulfil the user’s needs 
10. Sustainability of the website. In order to prepare for the eventual future growth of the website, “the site’s 

technical and information architectures and our approach to content maintenance and copyright costs must 
be scalable” (Stack, 2010: n.p.).  
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the richest, deepest arts content found anywhere on the web, and to pair this with an increased presence 

for Tate beyond our own website, so that we engage with Tate audiences wherever they are active 

online” (Stack, 2010: n.p). The presence beyond Tate Online will be explained in section 4.3.5. In terms 

of Tate Online, this new aim meant that “a complete overhaul of the website is required for Tate to 

realise its ambitions for a website that can deliver the Tate 2015 vision, refreshed brand values, the new 

audience strategy and the emerging learning strategy. At the heart of this overhaul are Tate’s online 

audiences and a rethinking of how we engage with them” (Stack, 2010: n.p.). This third stage has been 

called ‘participatory’ because of the new dynamics in place with the audience. 

 

 

 

The view of the 5th gallery had become that of a flat website which followed a web 1.0 paradigm 

(Stack interviewed by Rui Guerra, 2012c). The thought behind this renewal was to start “from the 

premise that our audiences are not interested in Tate, they’re interested in art” (John stack interviewed 

by Rolan Squire, 2013) so content would be targeted to fulfil the needs of the user. The website 

launched in March 2012 (Tate Report 2011-12) but the transformation of the website happened 

gradually in 4-5 years, two of which intensively working on tearing apart the website and rebuilding it. 

This is because Tate was spending a significant amount of resources just in the maintenance of the site, 

as the information architecture and technology did not allow for new things to be added on simply. In 

addition, the shift of the web 2.0 meant that social media, blogs and user generated content gained 

popularity and Tate wanted to be in a position to respond to those needs, which the existing website did 

not allow to do (John Stack interviewed by Ideas4museums, 2015).  

The redesign of the website involved the moving of more than 420,000 pages from the old site (Tate 

Report 2011-12). The new website would now be seen “as a platform, as a place where things happen 

and people are” (John Stack interviewed by Rui Guerra, 2012c) with the platform having two functions: 

one of encouraging engagement from audiences and the other of allowing the museum to have multiple 

voices. By inviting audiences to interact among themselves and with Tate, the risk was that of 

potentially receiving negative feedback which would need to be monitored. However, “what has 

happened is that we’ve been consistently surprised and delighted by the fact that the quality of 

comments that we get is very very high, and that the Tate audience are extremely intelligent people who 

know a great deal about art and do really enter into a meaningful and intelligent debate about the things 

Brochure 5th gallery Participatory Commercial
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that we’re presenting to them” (John Stack interviewed by Rolan Squire, 2013). By being a platform for 

Tate itself, the aim was that of eliminating the idea of having a single voice by enabling multiple voices 

to be heard online. Thus, content generated by different people in the organization, such as curators, 

would no longer go through the press or the interpretation departments. 

The online strategy included a detailed description of seven goals for the period 2010-2012, shown in 

Figure 3. A brief summary of these goals will be presented next, however a more extended summary of 

these can be found on appendix 2. 

 

Figure 3: 2010-2012 Digital Strategy Goals (based on Stack, 2010) 
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I. Improve the online visitor experience 

The improvement of the user experience involved reorganising content to facilitate search functions, 

putting the collection at the heart of the website by promoting it more, creating an editorial guide to 

help with the introduction of multiple voices online and restructuring the website. The restructured 

website would have a “clean and contemporary” graphic design (Stack, 2010: n.p.) with few microsites, 

displaying artworks and video content in a more prominent way than text and with a single-user login. 

Sections targeted at specific audiences such as Tate Kids, needed to have a self-contained community 

where specific needs for that particular audience could be served.  

 

Perhaps the most fundamental element in the improvement of the user experience was the restructuring 

of the website, as it demanded a change from following the organization’s structure, to putting the user 

at the centre and facilitate his/her navigation. The idea behind this was also that departmental goals 

could potentially overlap, so by changing the structure of the website, different departments could share 

the same digital spaces (John Stack interviewed by Rui Guerra, 2012b).  

 

II. Promote lifelong learning 

The promotion of learning was to follow opportunities for users to interact, play and build communities 

of interest. The digital strategy for learning was segmented: Tate Kids for children, Young Tate for 

teenagers, Schools and Teachers area, Adult Learners and Scholarship and Research. It is worth noting 

that one of the aims of the section Tate Kids was to spark an interest in this young audience for them to 

join Young Tate as they get older. However, Tate Young did not prove as successful in the promotion 

of learning as was intended. Although community-based and interactive features remained similar to the 

ones found on Tate Kids, the reception of these was not popular amongst teenagers. The relative failure 

of this section of the website was attributed by John Stack to the way in which it was implemented: “it 

started as being a place that kind of showcased the work that young people were doing in the 

galleries...But the truth is that when we showed them to young people and said what do you think about 

this? They said, ‘Why would I be interested in that?’ ‘Why would I be interested in seeing what other 

young people are doing in the galleries?’ Which is a good point” (I4). The solution found was to move 

certain activities from the website to social media platforms where this audience is active. 

 

III. Develop engaging platforms for multiple voices, discussion and debate 

With the aim of encouraging the public to collaborate and contribute, dialogue and debate were 

promoted on blogs, community websites and social media websites. One step towards attracting 

audience comments on the website was to have the homepage lead with an artwork, which would 

change every week and have a corresponding blog post written about it. The purpose was to build a 
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community that would comment on those artworks, to then select some of those comments made by the 

public and display them next to the artwork on the homepage. Some discussions on the website were 

left among audience members whilst others included responses from Tate, which required training for 

staff members.  

 

In addition, to reach an international audience the digital strategy stated the need to develop content for 

the fast growing non-English speaking audiences. 

 

IV. Develop open content platforms 

The aim was to empower the audience to reuse Tate content through new end user licences. This was 

planned through the distribution of content to third-party websites, which would allow Tate to reach 

new audiences in platforms where they are active, namely YouTube, iTunes, iTunes U, Flickr, 

Wikipedia and Google Earth (Stack, 2012). The idea was that having more permissive licenses enabling 

the reuse and mixing of content, would lead to users sharing content on non-commercial blogs and 

social media profiles with links redirected to Tate Online. 

V.  Maximise ecommerce opportunities 

The generation of revenue online was an opportunity Tate was evaluating. Whilst the majority of the 

content offered for users was and is free, Tate wanted to “investigate new digital products and 

‘freemium’ models where basic content and services are offered for free with a paid for 

premium service” (Stack, 2010: n.p.). Additionally, products from the online shop and tickets to events 

were set to be promoted in the right context on the website, rather than just having them in a separate 

designated section.  

 

VI. Develop content for mobile devices 

The importance of mobile technology is a point that was highlighted several times in the digital 

strategy. By 2010, Tate had several mobile apps in development phases, which were launched in 2012-

2013. One of these apps was ‘The Magic Tate Ball’ which “uses the date, time-of-day and the user’s 

geographical location to suggest related works of art from the Tate collection” (Tate Report 2012-13: 

36). Tate also aimed to look for opportunities when it came to fundraising money through mobile, 

communicating with audiences via SMS and mobile ticketing. 

 

VII. Create sustainable information, design and technical architectures 

The previous website according to John Stack was “a Frankenstein monster of lots of different kinds of 

technology that had been added to support the needs of different projects” (interviewed by Rui Guerra, 
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2012e). To avoid having to renovate the website continuously, Tate sought to be prepared for rapid 

changes by having a scalable technical and information architecture. This meant thinking of “the 

complete lifespan of this project beyond it just happening, so that we can archive this thing forever” 

(I4). Tate selected Drupal as the website content management system (CMS). The choice was done 

because there is no license fee, it has several plugins and a committed community to the product 

worldwide (John Stack interviewed by Rui Guerra, 2012e).  

 

4.3.3 Challenges for the new website 

The renovation of the website did not come without obstacles and the digital team had to face four main 

challenges. Because digital was to become an element in all departments, the first challenge was 

fulfilling both the individual goals of these departments as well as for the strategy to have its own 

direction. Part of this challenge was knowing how to allocate time and energy to make people happy 

without forgetting the digital team’s own objectives “because we are the people that know the 

opportunities that are arising and we need to communicate those back to the people” (John Stack 

interviewed by Rui Guerra, 2012b).  

The second challenge for the implementation of the digital strategy was related to organizational change 

(I4). Whilst the old website followed the structure of the organization, departments now saw themselves 

sharing digital spaces which didn’t respect those departmental boundaries (I4). This was problematic 

given that different departments were “often thinking in a very narrow way, just about their ambitions” 

(I4), even though their goals would often overlap. Because of this, the digital department had to become 

involved in these interdepartmental discussions, so that projects with similar goals could be conjoined. 

Discussions would revolve around questions such as: 

how is this going to look on our website? How is it going to play on social media? ...What’s its lifetime? What kind 

of IT infrastructure and systems do we need to support that? What is its life cycle and when does it end? What does 

success look like? And those require different kinds of skills, both within our Department, because these people need 

to be paired up with digital producers, be they ones from within Tate or ones working for digital agencies; and they 

also need the people from within the organization, to become better understanding of the tools and the technologies 

(John Stack, interviewed by Rui Guerra, 2012b). 

Other conversations were even more intricate and required re-evaluating the way in which the 

organization as a whole thought about digital:  

if you’re speaking to people in the fundraising department, typically or traditionally what they would say is “we want 

a button on the home page that says ‘Donate’”. But of course, that will serve some people’s goals, the people that 

want to donate will click the button, but actually what they want is more donations [...] So really what they need is 

for the communication of the organization more broadly to talk about how the museum is funded, what are the things 
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it does, and how you can support that. And that is not as easy as pressing a button in one place, that’s about changing 

how the organization talks about the museum, talks about itself (John Stack interviewed by Rui Guerra, 2012b). 

According to John Stack, whilst 80% of the thought process remained what the departments wanted to 

accomplish, 20% of the work was for the digital department to push those ideas further to accomplish 

things the departments had not thought of achieving (interviewed by Rolan Squire, 2013). 

The third challenge was the curatorial involvement on the website as the digital team asked curators to 

write more blogs for exhibitions as well as to be filmed introducing exhibitions (John Stack interviewed 

by Rui Guerra, 2012d). This was generally welcomed by younger curators but it was not well received 

by everyone at Tate (John Stack interviewed by Rui Guerra, 2012d).  

The fourth challenge Tate faced was having websites as artworks themselves, as this raised questions 

regarding conservation and archiving of current website formats. For instance, storing a website created 

in the current version of Word Press, means that a system would need to be in place today to allow 

these versions to be accessed decades from now (John Stack interviewed by Rui Guerra, 2012d). 

Despite these challenges, in its first year from its relaunch, the website “attracted 13.7 million unique 

online visits and an average of 6 million page views per month. It is the most visited museum/gallery 

website in the UK and, according to Experian Hitwise, the number two arts website after the Guardian’s 

arts pages” (Tate Report 2012/13: 34). In addition, in autumn of 2012, Tate launched a “mobile-

optimised version of the site” (Tate Report 2012/13: 34).  

 

 

4.3.4 An organizational structure adapting to the digital era 

Tate saw that the digital and social media revolutions demanded a cultural change to establish a digital 

culture where knowledge would spread throughout the institution. Tate published a ‘digital 

transformation’ document online, outlining the actions Tate intended to take to establish a digital 

culture, which can be seen in the following box.  

Establishing a digital culture 

As quoted from the document ‘Digital Transformation’ (no year), the objective was to establish a digital culture that: 

 maximises the potential for digital in all of Tate’s activities 

 is audience centred and responds to their needs 

 is not “digital first” but “digital in parallel and digital from the outset” 

 considers online and offline experiences as one 

 has multichannel and multimedia mind-set 

 enables dialogue as well as broadcasts modes of engagement 

 reflects the different audience needs 

 is sustainable 

 is iterative and evaluation lead 

 is centrally overseen, co-ordinated and governed but distributed across the organisation 
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John Stack’s and Jemima Rellie’s views aligned in their description of their superiors’ understanding of 

the need for a digital strategy, as well as on the level of support received from them:  

I think the Director understands very well, and I think the Deputy Director understands very well and I think that my 

Director understands that this is really kind of a transformational moment. And in addition our board of trustees 

includes a number of people who really feel very strongly that this is an area where the museum’s mission is actually 

going to be played out…, historically it’s always been seen that the physical gallery is the place where the 

organization’s mission happens, but I think that now it’s understood throughout the organization that the web offers 

that as well (I4). 

Digital activities went from being seen as peripheral to becoming more fundamental for Tate (John 

Stack interviewed by Rolan Squire, 2013). Whilst previously the digital structure, although seen as an 

organization-wide structure, was being organized by a central team, during this second stage Tate kept a 

balance between having a centralized and a decentralized model. This was done in order to avoid both 

extremes: on the one hand, centralizing all digital activity would have meant being unable to scale up 

activities without constantly adding new resources as well as potentially alienating people by leaving 

the creation of quality content to a small expert team. This would result, as it did in the first stage, in not 

being able to create a digital organization as a whole (I4). On the other hand, decentralizing all digital 

activity could result in an uneven quality of content as well as in the offering of a fragmented message 

to the audience (I4). Coordination was set to follow a hub-and-spoke-model where the digital activity in 

‘spoke’ departments would be “coordinated and supported by a central digital ‘hub’ department” 

(Digital Transformation, no year). In order to ease the cultural change, Tate intended to develop a 

digital handbook of policies and guidelines to help spoke departments. 

As a result of digital becoming a part of all departments at Tate, digitally focused roles were created, 

some including digital in the title (John Stack interviewed by Ideas4museums, 2015) in order for the 

digital team to work closely with all departments (I4). This proved problematic at first because of two 

reasons: firstly some people didn’t have the necessary skills for these roles, even if they would have 

been the preferred people for the job (I4). Secondly, the managers “who would be the people hiring 

them, setting their objectives and managing them also didn’t have digital skills. And in many cases, 

those people will have gone through their whole careers without doing digital, because it simply came 

after they became managers” (I4). It is worth noting that librarians and archivists are the exception 

“because libraries adopted computer technology in the 1970s and 1980s for cataloguing, so they’ve 

always for the most part used computers extensively. The other thing about them is that they are very 

audience centred people, so they are always thinking about that they are providing a digital service” 

(I4). This was not the case for everyone at the organization, in fact within the curatorial departments as 

previously mentioned, there was “a huge variance between on one end kind of traditional curators who 

are in their ivory towers writing their essays, to other end the young curators who are very interested in 
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things like blogging and how social media and interactive websites and digital spaces can both be used 

by artists but also be used by them to think about their exhibitions” (John Stack interviewed by Rolan 

Squire, 2013). These issues still remain at Tate to this date (I4). However, Tate strived to mitigate these 

by offering training for staff, introducing new desktop tools, updating the intranet, improving search 

facilities for people to access information quicker and introducing automated processes to recruitment.  

It was in this period that Tate saw the need for a new governance structure to recognize that digital 

expertise existed at different levels within departments. This was set to be achieved by including digital 

discussions in conversations for all departments, establishing networks to enable the sharing of 

expertise through forums and utilising new working practices that would allow for better collaboration 

across departments. For these changes to be implemented effectively, the digital department gradually 

moved away from their roles of editors and producers, to include responsibilities such as sharing a 

vision and a common language across the organisation, discovering shared goals across departments, 

encouraging employees to work together in new ways, mentoring colleagues to work in the new digital 

era, becoming authors of guidelines and digital policies, taking quality assurance roles and being 

responsible for the identification and communication of new opportunities.  

 

It is worth noting that the organizational structure did not adapt itself completely to the new digital 

strategy. Sandy Nairne, Jemima Rellie, John Stack and Alex Beard all agreed that the digital strategy 

and the organizational structure adapted to each other, meaning that the digital strategy did not force a 

complete re-organization of the structure, nor was the digital strategy completely built to fit an existing 

structure in the institution. This held true throughout Tate’s digital history to the present day.  

A major change in the digital strategy, was the introduction of a social media presence as a mean to 

communicate with audiences, which will be explained next. 

 

4.3.5 Tate and Social Media 

After the ‘How Are We Now’ project mentioned earlier, Tate launched other projects with Flickr, one 

of which was the ‘Street or Studio: a photobook’ initiative which was a printed book of an alternative 

catalogue to the exhibition (I4). Participants added photographs to a group on Flickr and 100 of those 

were selected and included in the book. This time, the co-creation project received some negative 

feedback; according to John Stack, Tate “had comment threads of the Flickr groups saying this is just a 

cynical attempt by museums to get more content. We didn’t actually respond to that, but the point is we 

don’t need more content, we’ve got so much content we physically can’t display it in our buildings” 

(John Stack interviewed by Rolan Squire, 2013).  
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In addition to the questioning of the museum’s use of co-created practices, not all Flickr projects proved 

very successful, as in the case of a project in which the audience was asked to submit a short story. Tate 

received 99 submissions, which isn’t an insignificant amount, but was not as significant as the 

thousands of submissions of photographs they had received for other projects. John Stack attributes this 

to the poor implementation of certain projects “or poorly thought-out ways of engaging people” (I4), as 

well as on launching initiatives that were too complicated or demanding for the audience.  

Flickr was however not the sole social media platform where Tate established a presence. In fact, Tate 

began setting up Facebook and Twitter accounts in 2008 (I4) and interacted with people by asking them 

to “write about exhibitions, to tell us things, to respond to questions, to do live chats with curators and 

so on” (I4). The aim of the social media presence was that of engaging with audiences, promoting 

Tate’s programme and distributing content to wider audiences (Stack, 2010: n.p.). A social media 

strategy was written by the Marketing Director Jesse Ringham and was published online in 2011. The 

point of expanding social media efforts was to respond “to web users’ demands for accessibility and 

person-to-person online contact by taking content to its audiences, where they are already congregating, 

and by providing spaces for people to discuss, debate and engage with art” (Ringham, 2011: n.p.). The 

social media report stated twelve social media goals for Tate, which are summarized in Figure 4.  
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1. Be one of the world's leading social 
media platforms

2. Engage current audiences in 
innovative ways and build new 
online communities:

Provide more relevant, targeted messaging
Encourage gallery visitors to review exhibitions by sending automated post-visit emails

Increase knowledge of online channels among gallery visitors by giving them a higher profile online, in 
the galleries and in advertising campaigns

Increase user-generated content where appropriate

Increase levels of interaction and debate between fans and with Tate voices

Reward social media followers with fan-only offers and events in the galleries
Cross-pollinate awareness of Tate’s other social media platforms more effectively

3. Communicate through many 
voices from across the organisation

Activate numerous individual accounts across Tate, with departments having their own social 
platforms so that they can communicate directly with their own audiences

The Social Media Working Group will monitor all accounts and devise guidelines for appropriate use 
to be upheld by Tate employees.

4. Distribute its content where 
audiences are active online and to 
new online communities and 
bloggers. This requires the 
following preparation:

Finalise an online PR strategy by the end of Spring 2011

Produce a directory of visual arts bloggers and online communities relevant to Tate

Build relationships with online communities and bloggers to match the strength of Tate’s 
relationships with the print media

Identify and actively seek out opportunities with new and emerging social platforms

Agree copyright approval from lenders to exhibitions for content to be distributed on social media

5. Direct traffic to the Tate website Social platforms are key traffic drivers to Tate Online. Facebook has become the second highest traffic 
driver to the website. Followers will be encouraged to click on 'teasing' content to go to Tate’s 
website. 

6. Direct footfall to the four 
Tate galleries for UK-based 
followers (40%). The following 
ideas have been suggested to 
achieve this:

Fan-only events in the galleries

Facebook behavioural advertising on UK fan pages

Social base segmentation – offers for UK or international followers

Redeem ‘fan-only offers’ in the galleries, such as ticket offers

Prize incentives that can only be redeemed in the galleries or after visiting exhibitions

‘Tweet’ UK-focused messages in the morning, while US audiences are asleep.

7. Integrate its social media channels into 
its marketing campaigns

8. Generate sales across its 
income streams

Promote‘fan-only’ offers, such as discounted tickets, to reward fans for contributing to Tate’s global 
appeal

Establish and develop social networks particular to e-commerce, including increasing the following of 
the Online Shop social sites, and driving product sales at key moments in the year, such as Christmas.

9. Encourage fans to act as 
advocates for Tate. Tate must:

Establish key influencers or ‘super fans’ on its social sites, and encourage them to be online advocates

Reward key influencers or ‘super fans’ by granting them special access to Tate

Identify fans who are likely to donate or become Patrons or Members

10. Build developmental audiences. 
The primary objectives are to:

Develop social media initiatives for family and youth audiences

Develop social media initiatives for local audiences

Integrate social media within the new Young Tate website

Work more closely with the Learning teams across Tate to promote learning resources 
and opportunities.

11. Increase awareness of Tate’s 
key strategic messages. Tate will:

Communicate internal briefings and provide media training

Have a clear position on statements with a range of issues and beyond core values and a code 
of ethics

Ensure that content stays relevant and of a high quality into a more robust system

Act as a touchstone for a much wider group of spokespeople and social media platforms.

12. Cultivate partnerships to 
increase Tate’s online following. 
Tate will take part in global 
conversations with other cultural 
organisations and brands, and will:

Instigate campaigns such as the Twitter #followamuseumday and #askacurator projects

Collaborate with media organisations and brands

Develop its relationships with Tate partners, such as those within Plus Tate and the Great British 
Art Debate.
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Figure 4: Social Media goals (based on Ringham, 2011: n.p.) 

Tate’s social strategy (Ringham, 2011) detailed the precise goals for each of its social media platforms, 

as can be seen in Figure 5 and which will be explained next.  

 

Figure 5: Social media platform strategies (information quoted from Ringham, 2011: n.p.) 

 

Facebook 

Tate has five main Facebook pages: Tate ‘London’, Tate Liverpool, Tate St Ives, Tate Shop and 

Tate Members. Tate Britain and Tate Modern were grouped together on the single page Tate London, 

•To increase the number followers and level of fan engagement

•To increase Facebook traffic to Tate Online

•To investigate the integration of Facebook plug-ins with the Tate website

•To monetise its Facebook pages with ‘fan-only’ offers, incentives and gallery events

•To harness the pages as destinations for Tate visitor reviews

•To involve the Visitor Experience team in deciding how to moderate and respond to public queries 
on the Facebook pages

•To engage with fans, monitor discussions, respond to comments.

Facebook

•To activate multiple Tate Twitter accounts, for departmental use and for individual employees.

•To give followers of Tate the opportunity to follow exhibiting artists, curators and specific divisions 
within Tate. This will make ’tweets’ more relevant, conclusively maximising audience interaction.

•To make being a ‘Tate voice’ on Twitter part of the job descriptions of specific Tate employees, 
especially curators. 

•To provide employees with the ‘Tate Social Media Code of Engagement’ and other guidelines on 
managing, listening to, interacting with, and understanding followers.

•To involve the Visitor Experience team in deciding how to moderate and respond to public queries 
on Tate’s main Twitter account.

•To improve partnerships with other cultural institutions by setting up lists and working to identify 
tags and topics that will be of interest to mutual followers.

•To make use of new and engaging Twitter features.

Twitter

•To improve its YouTube channel by actively inviting subscribers to upload their films of Tate 

•For the Marketing and Online team to work closer with the Media Production team to produce 
and test short, viral clips of exhibitions

•To improve the promotion of the YouTube channel on other social platforms and through 
email marketing

•To optimise YouTube keywords and investigate paid search to promote films

•To continue to devise specific audience engagement projects

YouTube

•To continue to investigate the copyright implications of posting content on Flickr (as is done on 
other sites)

•To continue to devise specific audience engagement projects for this platform

Flickr
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given that it was thought that the audiences would overlap as both museums are in the same city, and 

due to fears that audiences would only follow Tate Modern and that Tate Britain would suffer as a 

result (I4).  

Tate’s Facebook pages had a significant increase in followers over the years as can be seen in Graph 2; 

“in fact, the total number of fans grew from 14,000 in January 2010 to 130,000 in September 2010, an 

increase of 829% over eight months as a result of more regular posting, unique content and timely 

advertising” (Ringham, 2011: n.p.). 

 

Graph 2: Social media engagement from 2010-2015 

 

Tate ‘posted’ 3 times a day during 2011, with content that included the advertising of exhibitions and 

events using behavioural targeting (Ringham, 2011). The content is discussion-based, meaning that it 

encourages interaction and responses from fans. The pages in addition, contain regular features such as 

the ‘Tate Weather Forecast’ in which an art piece is used to illustrate the weather of the forthcoming 

weekend. In 2011, Tate was receiving around one hundred comments per day from the public. 

Twitter 

Twitter allows audiences to communicate with companies on a personal level by sending messages 

called “tweets”. As opposed to other more ‘personal’ platforms, Twitter can be used to communicate 

with people that one does not know personally. As stated on the strategy, “a high percentage of Twitter 

followers access their accounts from mobiles or desktop software rather than through the Twitter 

website, making measurement difficult” (Ringham, 2011: n.p.). 
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As of December 30th 2015, Tate has ten Twitter accounts: Tate, Tate Liverpool, Tate St. Ives, Tate 

Shots, Tate Etc, Tate Kids, Tate Collectives, Artists Rooms, Tate Publishing and Tate Research. Tweets 

are sent up to six times a day of behind-the-scenes content, for instance of the installation of 

exhibitions, and just as Facebook it includes regularly weekly features including the ‘Tate Weather 

Forecast’. Tate trended, meaning that a word or phrase becomes very popular worldwide over a short 

period of time, on Twitter on several occasions and was “the first museum or gallery in the UK to offer 

a live Twitter tour of an exhibition. The public’s fascination with how exhibitions are brought together 

was fuelled by putting the curators in the spotlight” (Tate Report 2013-14: 48-49). By mid-2015, Tate 

had reached 1.4 million Twitter followers making it the museum or gallery with the third-largest 

Twitter following.  

YouTube 

YouTube is a video content website where users can upload, watch, share and comment on videos from 

other users. By 2011, Tate had 3,000 subscribers and its videos had been played over 700,000 times, 

however it was stated on the report that “subscriber growth and viewing statistics have reached a 

plateau over the last year; there currently is no interaction with our subscribers on YouTube” (Ringham, 

2011: n.p.). As of December 30th 2015, Tate had reached over 50,000 subscribers and over 8 million 

views (Tate YouTube channel, 2015).  

Flickr 

In 2011, Tate had 1,000 subscribers to Tate’s Flickr page; interactions were specifically targeted at 

certain audiences depending on the events. Flickr was no longer a main social media platform for Tate 

in 2015. 

Instagram 

Back in 2011, Tate did not mention certain social media platforms where it has accounts today such as 

Instagram and Pinterest. Instagram allows users to upload pictures to their profile and follow other users 

and companies, even if they have not met them personally. Tate’s Instagram page reached 167,000 

followers in 2015. One of Tate’s initiatives on this platform was inviting leading Instagrammers, 

meaning people with a significant number of followers, to photograph Richard Tuttle’s installation ‘I 

Don’t Know . The Weave of Textile Language’ at Tate Modern when the gallery was closed. This 

resulted in 370,000 ‘likes’, meaning the work became visible to audiences all over the globe in seconds 

(Tate Report 2014-15). Tate presently has three Instagram accounts: Tate, Tate Liverpool and Tate 

Collectives. 
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Pinterest 

Pinterest allows users to upload and share pictures easily, storing them in online boards for later 

viewing. As of December 30th 2015, Tate’s Pinterest page, Tate Gallery, has 1.1 million followers.  

 

4.3.6 Implementation of the social media strategy 

To ensure that the different social media objectives were achieved, Tate set up the ‘Social Media 

Steering Group’ consisting of representatives from the Marketing, Communication and Online 

departments. The group was to be in charge of managing the implementation of the strategy, evaluating 

performance, setting a consistent voice across platforms and setting guidelines for users. For this 

purpose, dos and don’ts were drafted to serve as a guide for staff members. The guideline included the 

need for accounts to be personable, informative, friendly and encouraging of conversations by 

establishing a two-way dialogue. Included in the things to avoid, was commenting on forthcoming 

exhibitions which have not been publicly announced.  

Tate also set up the ‘Social Media Working Group’, comprised of representatives from Tate Etc, Tate 

Shop, Marketing, Communications and Online departments. The group was set to meet every fortnight 

and be in charge of moderating social media accounts daily, gathering and confirming content to be 

published, posting messages on these platforms and moderating conversations among others.  

Tate’s social media efforts paid off, as according to the Tate Report (2011-2012: 52) it became “the 

leading public gallery or museum in the UK in the social media space”. The use of social media started 

in the digital department, but subsequently moved to being run by the marketing, communications and 

magazine departments (John Stack interviewed by Rui Guerra, 2012b) and the idea was for social 

media to be used across the organisation as “of course digital sits everywhere” (John Stack interviewed 

by Rui Guerra, 2012b). By mid-2014 Tate’s social media presence was one of the top three digital 

presences in the cultural sphere anywhere in the world” (Tate Report 2012/13: 34) with the institution 

reaching 2 million users across its forty social media accounts (Tate Report 2012/13).  

 

4.3.7 Digital initiatives 2012-2013  

As stated in the Tate Report 2012-2013, in 2012 Tate received almost £2 million from the Heritage 

Lottery Fund to digitise 52,000 objects from the Tate Archive. The same year, Tate launched an app for 

iPad of Tate Etc., an art magazine with the highest circulation in Europe. It was available for free for 

Tate Members and sold to other users worldwide on iTunes. The app included additional features from 
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the print version of the magazine, including filmed interviews and 360 degree views of artworks in the 

collection. 

In 2013, deputy director Alex Beard departed from Tate and was replaced by Kerstin Mogull who 

became the Managing Director. According to the Tate Report 2013-14, in 2013 Tate Modern launched 

the project ‘Bloomberg Connects’ which consisted of screens that displayed visitors’ ideas, comments 

and projected their own artworks on the wall. By 2014, 50,000 drawings had been created by the public, 

which were saved and made available online on Flickr. In addition, this project allowed the public to 

ask questions to artists and see their studios on a virtual tour. 

An important step Tate took to show the importance it placed on digital activity was to create the IK 

Prize, which was to be awarded to a “company or individual based on innovation in the field of digital 

engagement over the previous twelve months” (Tate Report 2013-14: 48). In its first year, the winners 

‘The Workers design studio’ received £60,000 for their project ‘After Dark’ which consisted of letting 

visitors control robots that would roam through the collection during the night thus allowing access to 

the collection beyond Tate Britain’s opening hours (Tate Report 2013-14). The project was awarded the 

‘Best of the Web’ award at the Museums and the Web Conference in Chicago in the Digital Innovation 

category. It is worth noting that in Tate’s report of 2014-2015, the purpose of the IK Prize was stated as 

being “to be experimental and risk-taking, an incubator for new talent and ideas” (Tate Report 2014-15: 

34), which is in contrast to the previous thinking of following other institutions to avoid being overly 

exposed to risks after the Muse project. 

 

4.3.8 Revised digital strategy 2013-2015 

In 2013, John Stack published a revised version of the digital strategy, outlining the strategy for the 

years 2013-2015. The goals of the revised strategy are shown in the box below and the revised strategy 

is summarized next, based on the document by John Stack (2013: n.p.). 

 

Revised digital strategy goals 

The following are goals directed at the users:  

 increase their enjoyment and understanding of art 

 provoke their thoughts and invite them to participate 

 promote the gallery programme 

 provide them with easy access to information 

 entice them to explore deeper content 

 encourage them to purchase products, join Tate and make donations 

 present an elegant and functional interface whatever their device 

 take place on the platforms and websites they use 

 minimise any obstacles they may encounter 
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Included in the strategy were plans to continue efforts in digitising archives and increasing curatorial 

engagement, enabling Wi-Fi in all of the sites to allow access to the galleries’ mobile websites for in-

gallery use and the introduction of the editorial centre with the aim of coordinating and generating 

content around the galleries’ programmes, in the form of increased short videos and blog posts which 

had proved to be “the keystone of Tate’s digital communications” (Stack, 2013: n.p.).  

 

The building of digital communities was set to improve by focusing on blogging, social media, learning 

and social collections. Whilst blogging had already been done by curators and staff members in 

research and learning projects, Tate aimed to have more voices online and make blogging become a 

working practice in most departments.  

 

Tate aimed to increase revenue opportunities by investing in ticketing, selling of digital products and 

ecommerce, multimedia tours, digital fundraising and customer relationship management. Tate was set 

to introduce a paperless self-service ticketing service, which would allow customers to personalise their 

ticket by having the option of adding access to paid-for content for instance. The online shop was to be 

promoted across all platforms and digital publications were seen as a potential for a significant revenue 

stream. Multimedia tours on visitors’ smartphones were envisaged to have a model that would mix free 

and paid content, whilst digital fundraising would be implemented by sending donations with text 

messages. In 2013, customer records existed in unconnected and multiple systems which was thought to 

have caused missed opportunities and inefficiencies; the revised digital strategy aimed to address this 

by making an analysis across departments of business objectives.  

 

To monitor digital activity, analysis of key performance indicators (KPIs) was to be performed in terms 

of the number of online visits, repeat visits and dwell time; to check the levels of engagement the KPIs 

set were the number of comments, followers and sharing; for revenue it was sales, customer data, 

donations and efficiency savings and in terms of organisational change, the KPIs were the number of 

staff members blogging and staff members active on social media. In addition, Tate would monitor the 

number of visits to the physical galleries caused by people using social media, mainly for UK-based 

users. When analysing the behaviour of users visiting the website, Tate found that “thirty per cent of 

visitors came to the website to find out about an exhibition and plan a visit whilst seventy per cent came 

to research the collection” (Tate Report 2014-15: 32). 

 

2014 was the first time that materials from artists such as letters and sketchbooks, were made available 

for users to see next to the artwork online (John Stack interviewed by Rui Guerra, 2012c).  

The numerous digital initiatives changed the responsibilities and the nature of the role of the Head of 

Digital. Similarly the skills needed for the team changed as well, as the digital department was looking 
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for people who were “able to write for the web, which is different from writing a scholarly essay” (John 

Stack interviewed by Rolan Squire, 2015). A shift in perspective was understanding that “digital 

analytics and audience insight… needs to inform our thinking from the beginning, so not looking at 

analytics at the end and wondering what to make of them, but we’re creating digital objectives” (John 

Stack interviewed by Rolan Squire, 2015).  

In April 2015, John Stack left Tate and was replaced by Ros Lawler as the Digital Director. This would 

mark the beginning of the third stage of Tate’s digital strategy.  

 

4.4 The third stage 

 

 

 

Ros Lawler joined Tate in December 2013 as the Director of Ecommerce and became the Digital 

Director in April 2015. When she joined the team, 26 people made part of it with roles spanning from 

content, production, technical development, analytics and ecommerce (I5). Ros Lawler stated that the 

team was “re-structured to clarify the functions of content and design and to incorporate ecommerce” 

(I5). The role she took was a combination of the commercial and editorial roles (I5), which is not 

unusual as “we’re seeing similar things happening in other museums” (I2) such as the V&A, where they 

have “put digital with retail” (I2).  

 

4.4.1 Website: shifting to a commercial view 

Tate’s ambition in 2015 was “to increase the online audience by 4 million in the next three years. The 

priority for the next year is to improve the design and navigation of the site to make it easier for a broad 

range of audiences to explore the wealth of rich content and the online collection” (Tate Report 2014-
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15: 32). However, the UK is currently facing “significant cuts to national museum funding because of 

the austerity measures” (I2). Thus what is happening nationwide is that museums are “trying to consider 

how they can make their web presences contribute to their bottom-line as well as fulfil their charitable 

objectives – to be an income stream as well as a means of reaching wider audiences” (I2). This has put 

pressure on cultural institutions to find new sources of revenue. 

Tate has not published its online strategy from 2016 onwards, thus a defined change of path for the 

website is yet unknown to the public, nor has it been stated whether all of the objectives set in the 

previous strategy were achieved or not. Yet, John Stack stated that “lots of work that they are taking on 

now is looking at how to optimize and improve the generation of revenue” (I4) and Ros Lawler stated 

that the digital team is currently working on improving online ways of generating revenue such as 

improving the sale of tickets, memberships as well as online shop products (I5). One of the questions 

that arises is whether content will start being charged now? (I2) Although it remains to be seen whether 

a complete shift of the website will take place, “there is certainly more than it used to be, an interest on 

how can we use the website to generate more money for the organization” (I4) which is why I have 

called this next phase for the website, ‘commercial’.  

 

 

 

When accessing the website in 2015 in fact, the emphasis on generation of revenue was quite evident as 

seen in the following screenshots of Tate’s website8: 

 

                                                           
8 Screenshot 1. Tate Online showing a pop-up message on its homepage, encouraging the user to subscribe to a newsletter 

and receive a discount from the online shop, Accessed on November 30th, 2015 

Brochure 5th gallery Participatory Commercial
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9 

In a way, as Jemima Rellie put it, “it’s almost as if it’s gone a full circle” (I2), in that Tate began with a 

clear intention of having a commercial site with the Muse Project, which is an aim that Tate is expected 

to follow in its future strategy. 

What is known, is that “work is underway to improve the user experience on the website, including a 

clearer navigation and improved content discoverability” (I5). In terms of goals for the upcoming years, 

Ros Lawler stated that the digital team aims “to deliver an outstanding experience for visitors with 

excellent usability, great visual design and intuitive ecommerce” (I5) which will need to be carried out 

despite limited time and resources available, which she pointed out as being the main difficulties 

towards the achievement of these goals (I5). 

 

4.4.2 The future of digital activity at Tate 

Tate is planning to open the extension of Tate Modern in June 2016, with a focus on new forms of 

participatory education at a museum digitally enabled from the beginning (I4). This project is called 

Tate Exchange, which involves the seminars-based exchange of ideas instead of education being seen as 

people being told how they should be thinking (I4). John Stack stated that when he left Tate “this was 

one of the most exciting things, because this is a new kind of form of digital museum” (I4). 

He has made a few predictions on the future of the digital activity at Tate as well as for museums in 

general. He believes that museum roles will make a shift and become  

                                                           
9 Screenshot 2. Tate Online showing ‘Gift Membership’ and ‘Christmas at Tate Online shop’ as recommendations for the user 

to browse, at the bottom of their homepage [Accessed on November 30th 2015] 
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much more multidisciplinary in the future in the sense that the boundaries between different activities in a museum 

have started to blur into each other... so it seems like the museum professional in the future is someone who 

understands education, and understands research, and understands marketing and understands curatorial practice and 

understands technology...Even if people specialise in one area or another, they need to understand all those things 

because in the future, successful people will be able to do a bit of all of those things (John Stack interviewed by 

Rolan Squire, 2013).  

 

This is something that smaller museums already experience, due to their more limited budget and staff, 

but which proves more challenging for larger museums (John Stack interviewed by Rolan Squire, 

2013). John Stack went even further in his analysis of the changing roles and stated that he believes 

“we’ll end up with many fewer digital-only jobs...in the future there is no digital marketing manager 

because all marketing managers are digital marketing managers. So that will signify that it will become 

normalised. In several years you won’t need a Head of Digital Transformation, so it is a temporary job” 

(John Stack interviewed by Rolan Squire, 2013). However, John Stack stated that he believes there will 

still be a need for central coordination as “there are clearly certain things that it doesn’t make sense for 

everyone in the organization to do, things like design, computer programming... But then there will be 

specialist digital activity happening across the organization, which the central digital department won’t 

answer, so things like e-mail marketing” (John Stack interviewed by Rolan Squire, 2013). This 

transition had gradually started at Tate with the implementation of the hub-and-spoke model which 

allowed departments to have greater autonomy.  

 

However, in terms of future digital activities happening at Tate, John Stack stated that “what we’re not 

going to see is a huge transformation where suddenly there will be screens everywhere, because the 

primacy of the experience of looking at the art is held in very high regard here” (John Stack interviewed 

by Rolan Squire, 2013). Thus technological improvements will not overpower the art itself which 

remains the most important element for Tate.  

 

5.0 Discussion 

The discussion will begin with a summary of the data presented in the timeline, it will continue with a 

summary of the purposes of the strategy, which will be followed by looking at how Tate implemented 

co-created digital projects and the role that digital activities at Tate played in balancing the paradoxes of 

the balancing act.  

 

This research sought to answer the question, ‘what is the history of Tate’s digital strategy?’ In order to 

answer that question, data was gathered, analysed and presented in the form of a timeline which was 
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divided in three periods. The first period from 1998-2007 saw the launch of the website as a brochure-

like site, which was subsequently renovated to become another dimension of Tate as a 5th gallery, as 

well as the introduction of in-gallery digital activities. The challenges Tate encountered during this 

stage were the failed Muse project which caused some people at the institution to take a step back and 

follow what other museums were doing, discussions on whether to centralize or decentralize digital 

activities, copyright concerns, concerns from curators on the potential loss of control over certain 

aspects of their work and struggles due to limited resources which caused priorities to be outlined on a 

digital strategy by Jemima Rellie in 2003. 

 

The second stage from 2007-2015, saw increased efforts to improve the website and take it to its third 

phase in which the audience became an active participant, where multiple museum voices were 

promoted and where the structure of the website no longer reflected the institution’s own structure but 

eased users’ navigational experience. Efforts were also put in initiatives beyond the website, including 

increased in-gallery use of digital experiences, the introduction of mobile apps and a social media 

presence, which often included co-created projects with the public. Tate decided to strike a balance 

between a centralized and a decentralized structure and introduced a hub-and-spoke model. The 

challenges faced in this second stage were adapting individual departmental goals with those of the 

digital team, encouraging curatorial involvement and finding ways to allow for the conservation of 

website artworks. 

 

The third stage which started in 2015 and is currently in place, is one where digital efforts on the 

website have shifted to its fourth stage in which a more commercial outlook is taken to cope with the 

challenges imposed by the governmental funding cuts to national museums in the UK.  

 

The history of the digital strategy was previously described, but in order to have a better understanding 

of the changes of the strategy and how it relates to the current academic discussions in organization and 

management of creative institutions, it is important to summarize the purposes the strategy served for 

Tate.  

 

 

5.1 The purpose of Tate’s digital strategy 

As can be seen from the description of the timeline above, Tate’s digital strategy had four purposes: the 

first purpose was internal, as the strategy was developed to set a direction for employees to follow and 

to know which steps needed to be taken. In fact, a “strategy is not something an organization has but 

rather something that people in organizations do” (Whittington, 2006 cited in Jarzabkowski & Kaplan, 
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2015: 554). Tate set internal directions in its strategies, for instance by detailing the need for a change 

of the institution’s culture into a digital culture.  

                                                                                                                                    

The second purpose was to broaden its audience by encouraging the attendance of non-museum visitors 

as well as to increase the number of people that experienced the offering of the museum (Kotler & 

Kotler, 1998). This can be seen in the first and second stages of the digital strategy: during the first 

stage, Jemima Rellie’s 2003 digital strategy stated that one of the goals for the digital team was to 

‘broaden, expand and diversify audience’ whilst during the second stage Tate’s aim to broaden its 

audience was stated under their social media strategy goal to “build new online communities” 

(Ringham, 2010: n.p.). In addition, projects aimed at increasing accessibility to visitors by including 

British Sign Language videos such as for the BT Tate Player initiative or making content accessible 

worldwide with the purpose of including an international audience such as with the case of TateShots, 

show Tate’s commitment to augment the number of people who experienced Tate. Furthermore, 

publishing the strategy was a public act of accountability; the strategy stated Tate’s future plans directly 

and in a transparent way, thus putting itself in a position of being subject to criticism or praise in case of 

failure or success. Kornberger argues that a “strategy does not convince through logical reasoning; 

rather, it seduces by balancing on the fine line between promise and persuasion. As an aesthetic 

phenomenon, strategy exercises power effects” (Kornberger, 2013: 106). It could be argued that by 

publishing its strategy online, Tate was following this pattern of promise and persuasion by inviting 

audiences to see its future efforts dedicated to the audiences. In fact, “strategy is a practice that aims at 

mobilizing people and ‘bringing them along’. As such, strategy is a transformative process: the 

activities performed as parts of the strategy process contribute to bringing about the desired results as 

the performative aspect of strategy” (Kornberger & Clegg, 2011: 147). By making their strategy public, 

Tate might have hoped to bring audiences along on their vision and help them contribute to it, thus 

becoming a self-fulfilling prophecy.  

 

The third purpose was to improve the experience for the existing audience, which can be seen for 

instance, in the changings and restructurings of the website over time to facilitate user navigation and 

subsequently during the second stage, to allow the audience to interact with Tate and have their voice 

heard. Tate’s social media strategy was also intended to deepen the experience with the existing 

audience, with one of its goals being in fact to “engage current audiences in innovative ways” 

(Ringham, 2010: n.p.). In addition to the use of social media, the introduction of apps and mobile 

platforms all show Tate’s commitment to improving the user’s experience and build deeper 

relationships with its audiences.   
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The fourth purpose as stated by John Stack, was to describe the strategy in detail and practical terms to 

help as a guidance for other institutions, which during the second stage of the digital strategy, kept 

asking Tate what their digital efforts were and how they were implementing them (I4). 

 

Elements in Tate’s digital strategy help to better explain how the themes of co-creation and balancing 

act help understand how museums can become more democratized institutions.  

 

 

5.2 Co-creation 

This section will summarize Tate’s co-creative efforts, describe how Tate dealt with the five challenges 

outlined by Holdgaard & Klastrup (2014) and the institution’s application of Prahalad & Ramaswamy’s 

DART model (2004).   

Although not strictly a co-creative strategy, Tate’s strategy introduced substantial co-creative elements 

during the second stage when a participatory culture was established, as is noticeable during the third 

phase of the website when new ways of communicating with the audience were sought and found in 

allowing users to comment and start discussions on blog posts written by employees. New ways of 

communicating with the public were also found beyond the website in social media platforms, which 

became one of the most important elements in the co-creative effort. Tate’s use of Flickr projects to 

encourage submissions of pictures or short stories from the public, shows the museum sought to create 

the “open democratic space” that researchers have claimed is available in social media platforms (Russo 

et al, 2008; Stuedahl, 2011 cited in Holdgaard & Klastrup, 2014: 192). Allowing users to have their 

voices heard, by commenting on exhibitions, asking questions and giving feedback on museum 

services, opened a two-way dialogue in which the public could help mould their experience and 

relationship with the museum institution. 

A further look at Tate’s co-creative efforts will be taken by seeing how the institution dealt with the five 

challenges of co-creation outlined by Holdgaard & Klastrup (2014). The first challenge is the need for a 

new set of rules due to the changing role of the audience. Tate made these changes clear in the online 

strategies that were published online, but as previously described, those changes were not accepted 

without hesitation from all employees. In fact, some curators were concerned with their loss of control 

by handing more responsibility and authority to the public. Thus, by giving more power to the audience, 

museum professionals could potentially feel a loss of control over their job functions.  

The second challenge is the financial consideration of projects. In the case of Tate, it was stated by the 

interviewees that financial considerations were in the minds of leaders at all times, which is why 
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compromises were made in terms of how much could be developed and implemented at once and why 

not all changes on the website for instance, were done in one go. Financial concerns exist also in social 

media campaigns and it is important to note that despite the use of  “substantial time and resources, one 

cannot in advance predict or ascertain that social media users will find the product compelling and want 

to participate and engage with the content, or even discover it in the first place” (Holdgaard & Klastrup, 

2014: 199). Nevertheless, it could be argued that museums and other creative institutions are more 

prepared to face this risk, as they already work in a ‘nobody knows’ environment (Caves, 2000), 

meaning that these institutions are accustomed to working with an uncertain demand and inestimable 

reaction from the audience. Thus, before starting a social media campaign, it would be beneficial to 

have a clear budget as well as a clear definition of objectives and key performance indicators for 

museums (Holdgaard & Klastrup, 2014). 

The third challenge was the risk of the museum’s image being hindered by content on social media. 

This however, did not seem to be a problem for Tate as previously stated, the digital department was 

“consistently surprised and delighted by the fact that the quality of comments that we get is very very 

high, and that the Tate audience are extremely intelligent people who know a great deal about art” (John 

Stack interviewed by Rolan Squire, 2013). Tate’s involvement and success in social media platforms 

shows that the institution knew its audiences and did not underestimate them, which allowed them to 

create meaningful relationships with them. 

The fourth challenge of limiting the audience’s creativity and participation by delimiting their creative 

choices, was avoided by Tate as can be seen in projects such as the ‘How Are We Now’ Flickr project 

which asked the public to submit photographs following certain categories without specifying what the 

public was to photograph exactly, thus guiding without limiting creativity.  

The fifth challenge of not reaching the desired audiences and having to compete for their attention 

against catchier content online, proved to be a problem that Tate encountered during the launch of the 

short story initiative on Flickr, which did not result as successful as other initiatives given that it 

demanded more time and energy spent from users. It also perhaps excluded people from participating, 

as not everyone may feel confident of their writing abilities, thus discouraging them to participate. In 

fact, “it is also difficult for some people to believe that they are creative and to behave accordingly” 

(Sanders & Stappers, 2008: 9), which is why co-creative projects aimed at attracting a large section of 

the public, should allow users to be creative without asking them to present something very complicated 

they may not feel confident enough to participate in. 

As outlined in section 2, Prahalad & Ramaswamy’s DART model (2004) is a guideline for firms to 

harness the competencies of their audiences, applicable to co-creative projects. This model will be 
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applied to Tate to understand how the institution managed to encourage the participation of the 

audience. In terms of ‘dialogue’, Tate had a dialogue of equals with the public and harnessed collective 

knowledge. This was outlined on the social media strategy document, stating that Tate accounts were to 

be personable, “conversational, friendly and informative” (Ringham, 2011: n.p.), highlighting the 

importance of establishing a two-way dialogue by creating starting points for conversations “rather than 

merely broadcasting messages” (Ringham, 2011: n.p.).  

In terms of ‘access’, the importance of accessibility was one of the key principles and objectives 

outlined first on Jemima’s strategies paper in 2003, later by John Stack in 2010 and confirmed in the 

2013-2015 digital strategy. Thus in the establishment of communications with the audience in order to 

engage with them and receive their feedback, it is important to provide the means for them to be able to 

interact with the museum, which can be through forums, blogs or social media platforms.  

‘Risk assessment’ is the third element of the model and refers to where the risks should lie, whether on 

the firm or on the public as they gain more responsibilities in the construction of their own experiences. 

This element was not touched by Tate in their documented strategies, however this could be due to the 

nature of the projects which did not require any safety considerations from the public, and may be more 

appropriate as a consideration for co-creative projects of physical products or objects.  

The last element of the model is ‘transparency’ which refers to the openness of information. This 

element was referred to by Tate in its Digital Transformation document outlining the need to move 

towards a digital culture in which “openness and transparency were seen as essential in this 

organisational change” (Digital Transformation, no year). Thus, in its strategies Tate touched three out 

of the four building blocks outlined by Prahalad & Ramaswamy with the exception of ‘risk assessment’, 

which perhaps is the case for most cultural institutions, as they are more inclined to offer experiences 

rather than physical objects or products which may require for safety concerns to be had. Nevertheless, 

the notion of ‘responsibility’ rather than risk, is still important for cultural institutions and could be used 

by these companies in the model by assessing the responsibility that is willing to be given to the public 

when asking audiences to collaborate with them, in terms of the quality of the finished product or 

experience. 

In addition to this model, Prahalad & Ramaswamy (2000) suggested that institutions should also 

consider the following elements when it comes to co-creation: managing customer diversity, 

personalization, use of multiple channels and the need for a stable centre. Tate has been successful in 

acknowledging the diversity of their audiences by dedicating different sections of the website as well as 

different social media accounts to target diverse audiences, such as children in their section Tate Kids. 

Personalization was done by Tate on several occasions, for instance by allowing visitors to choose how 
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to visit the museum, either on their own or with the use of technology in the form of audio guides, 

mobile websites, apps and iPad projects. In this way, Tate allowed people to personalize their museum 

experience by designing “their visit according to what they know and what they want to know” 

(Prahalad & Ramaswamy, 2000: 82). In terms of multiple channels, Tate offers a wide variety of 

channels accessible in-gallery or for users at home. Lastly, the institution sought to have a culture that 

embraced change whilst having a stable centre in their efforts to change the culture to a digital one, yet 

keeping the digital team at the centre of the hub-and-spoke model. 

The data shows that Tate demonstrated a key interest in the use of digital co-created projects during the 

second stage of the digital strategy, especially in their use of social media to communicate with existing 

and new audiences globally. The public became co-creators of projects, some of which became 

exhibitions themselves, thus influenced the content and quality of the showings within the physical 

galleries. More generally speaking and applicable to other cultural institutions, this discussion shows 

that widening the accessibility of content and transforming the role of the audience from passive 

receptors of knowledge to active co-creators of meaning and experiences, contributes to cultural 

institutions becoming more ‘open’ and thus democratizes the institution’s practices. It eliminates the 

previous status quo of information being given to the public, to including audiences in the creation of 

information and of meaning. Tate presents a good example of how cultural institutions can face the five 

challenges of launching co-creative projects previously described and shows that the DART model 

when applied to cultural institutions, could be slightly altered by rather than assessing risks, assessing 

the level of responsibility that is willing to be given to the public. 

The second relevant theory applicable to Tate that can help illustrate how digitalisation can help in the 

efforts to democratize art, is the role of digital activities in the blurring of lines of Lampel et al.’s 

‘Balancing act’. 

 

5.3 Balancing act 

The two paradoxes faced by Tate from Lampel et al.’s balancing act are the balance between money 

and art, and the balance between accessibility and retaining the existing status quo. Whilst the role of 

accessibility has been touched upon in the previous section which highlighted the need to shift the 

status quo and give more responsibility to audiences to democratize the museum institution, it is worth 

going back to McClellan’s quote: 

public access is always paired with a commitment to preserve objects for posterity, and if obliged to compete with 

each other owing to the fragility and uniqueness of the object, preservation will always win out. In a sense, then, 
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museums serve a notional future public as much as real visitors in the present sense, then, museums serve a notional 

future public as much as real visitors in the present” (2003: 2). 

 

The notion of preserving objects for posterity being more crucial than increasing public access, was 

blurred at Tate by the digitization of the collection. Not only is it helpful for the preservation of fragile 

artworks which could potentially break and no longer be available for the future public, but it allows the 

present audience to see all of the artefacts owned by the institution, including the ones not on display 

that would otherwise not be accessible to the public.  

 

The second paradox that digital activities can help blur, is that of having a stable financial situation 

whilst being true to the museum’s nature by placing art at the centre. As a publicly-funded institution, 

Tate has responsibilities towards the Department for Culture, Media & Sport from which it receives 

annual funding, as well as receiving funds from benefactors, donations, memberships, sponsorships and 

selling of tickets and merchandising. Despite having different sources of revenue, Tate’s resources 

remain limited. This is potentially a challenge given that when resources are limited, some museums 

push for fundraising initiatives, but “a non-profit institution that becomes a prisoner of money-raising is 

in serious trouble and in a serious identity crisis” (Drucker, 1990: 41 quoted in Chong, 2003: 114). 

However, having more revenue streams whilst keeping up with the artistic quality of exhibitions does 

not have to be mutually exclusive, and in fact can be mitigated through the use of digital activities, 

which is important as “securing financial stability is  necessary starting point to allow the aesthetic 

programming to take place” (Chong, 2003: 15).  

 

The role of digital activities in finding a balance between financial returns and showing art for art’s sake 

was of interest to Tate right from the beginning of its digital strategy in its attempt to launch the Muse 

project. Although the failure of this initiative caused Tate to move back towards its charitable nature, 

the museum kept an eye on the opportunities that digital activities had to offer. The increased financial 

pressures that Tate is facing during its third stage, have made the shift towards commercial activities 

more noticeable, with regards to finding ways to increase memberships and encouraging spending on 

the online shops. Tate stated on its 2013-2015 digital strategy that mobile opportunities for raising 

funds will be studied including sending donations with text messages, thus utilising multiple platforms 

as a new source of revenue. 

 

What is important to note and understand for other cultural institutions, is that the once thought of 

paradox between money and art, does not have to be considered as such, as today raising funds through 

digital activity allows for ulterior revenue streams that can allow the museum to have more resources to 

increase the quality of the selected and displayed art at the physical galleries. It is important for 
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museums to understand the potential opportunities that digital activities have to offer in this respect, and 

promote those in a timely fashion. By doing this, museums and cultural institutions can fulfil their 

missions statements and please the funding bodies as well as the public, without having to sacrifice the 

quality of the chosen exhibitions or depend as much on private patronage, thus leaving aside their 

aristocratic past. 

 

 

6.0 Conclusion 

This thesis described the digital activity at the museum institution Tate, pointing out the three different 

stages in its history, highlighting challenges of each stage as well as pointing out how the museum 

implemented digital co-created projects and used digital activities to blur the lines of paradoxes of the 

balancing act.  

 

This paper sought to help understand the role that digital activities can have in allowing cultural 

institutions to democratize their art form. Digital activities can blur the lines between existing paradoxes 

in the cultural industries and new relationships with the public can be established by including them in 

conversations and by allowing them to co-create meaning to their cultural experience. The audience can 

take a new active role, thus making institutions become more open and shifting the status quo from 

knowledge providers to co-creators of meaning along with the public. While this thesis did not seek to 

solve the democratization issue, it helped to understand it by studying in-depth the case of Tate and 

showing the museum’s digital efforts which helped to democratize the institution’s practices.  

 

 

7.0 Recommendations 

Based on their experience at Tate, key informants were asked to give recommendations to smaller 

museums wanting to move towards digital, which can be found in the following box. My own 

recommendations will be presented subsequently. 
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Based on the data presented and in addition to the recommendations given by key informants, I will 

present my own recommendations next, starting from an academic consideration and followed by 

practical recommendations.  

 

Key informant recommendations 

The key informants interviewed for this thesis, have suggested that digital activities need to: 

Have the right people involved. The employees involved in the setting of digital strategies as well as the team 

members are very important for the development of a successful strategy. As Jemima Rellie explained “we all have 

mobile phones, we can all make a video on our phones, post a blogpost, you know anyone can do it, who needs 

expertise? Actually like with everything else in life, you will get a better result with someone who is more professional 

and has more experience in working in that area” (I2). Although nowadays is common practice to delegate the 

handling of social media to younger employees, often interns, it could be beneficial to have someone with expertise 

setting directions in order to have a strategy to follow and objectives set for those digital efforts.  

Have a top-down involvement. As well as having the right people it is important that the vision is shared from the 

top down of the organization, thus with the support of senior managers and directors. This was crucial for Tate and 

should be seen as a priority, as according to Jemima Rellie, “to be one of the leading websites, everyone has got to 

be behind it, and especially the top guy” (I2). Having the support of senior managers allows for the appropriate 

resources to be allocated for digital projects and helps direct the vision throughout the whole organization. 

Be viewed as core activities. With the right people involved and receiving guidance from the top levels of the 

museum, it is equally important to view digital activities as core activities. Alex Beard pointed out the importance for 

“digital to be integrated right up front in the thinking about how museums make their information available and 

engage audiences, in parallel to and as a dimension of the physical presence” (I3). John Stack shares this view and 

stated that  

even a small museum could have a significant place in the digital world simply by thinking about their subject area and their collections 

and trying to create content for audiences online that would engage people with that subject. So even a very small museum, that might be 

a museum that specialises in clocks for example, well that museum could be the global museum of the history of clocks. And maybe they 

can and maybe they can’t but there’s no reason why they shouldn’t if they’re prepared to put the energy into it. But that takes the desire to 

do that, to recognize the opportunity and then to execute that very well (I4). 

Be built bit by bit. It is important to note that Tate’s current digital presence was built in the span of 15 years, thus it 

is unthinkable that these same results can be easily replicated in a short amount of time. There is no need to do too 

much too soon; for Tate in fact “it was perfectly good to just do it in stages” (I1). Sandy Nairne and Ros Lawler both 

agreed that transformation can occur but it doesn’t need to happen all at once. This mentality will be beneficial 

considering the limited resources museums have to work with, thus changes and improvements can be modified or 

added with time as these resources become more available to the institution. 

Be open. The nature of the digital strategy should be open in terms of objectives, lessons and content. According to 

Alex Beard, it is important to understand the “key effect that digital has on museums; it changes them from being 

close worlds to which people are admitted to being open source resources for people to use” (I3). In fact, by being 

open, museums can help democratize information and involvement in the art world.  

Be audience-focused. Alex Beard suggests that the strategy needs to be audience oriented, thus digital needs to 

be considered as a part of “every aspect of the audience’s interaction, from finding out about museums before they 

visit to information to augment the experience of visiting, through to feedback and relationship building afterwards” 

(I3). John Stack pointed out that the digital visitor thus needs to be seen as a real visitor (I4), as opposed to just 

considering visitors to be the ones walking through the doors of the physical buildings.  

Be open to experimentation. Jemima Rellie encourages smaller museums to “try things and then change them, 

don’t wait until it’s perfect and then launch it” as this may cause an idea to be considered to be outdated by the time 

it is actually launched, due to the quick developments in technology. Because of this, she also suggests for 

museums to remain flexible and capable of reacting quickly to changes (I2).  
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Adapt the DART model to cultural institutions: 

In terms of academic research in this area, as previously mentioned, I believe it would be beneficial to 

consider the DART model when studying levels of engagement from the audience, but to adapt it when 

applied to the cultural industries. The ‘risk assessment’ element of the model does not seem to fit with 

the experience offering that cultural industries are based on. Rather than assessing risk, it would be 

helpful for these institutions to assess the level of responsibility that they are willing to give to the 

public, in terms of the success or failures of projects. This will help clarify roles and understand to 

which degree the institution is to guide, monitor and evaluate said projects. 

In practical terms, the following recommendations are aimed at helping museums or other cultural 

institutions wanting to implement digital strategies.  

Consider implementing a co-creative strategy from the start: 

If the intent of the digital strategy is to build a closer rapport with the audience, it could be beneficial to 

consider implementing a co-creative strategy from the beginning. This is important as it can allow 

institutions to create a loyal community of followers and collaborators who can become a source of 

collective knowledge for the institution. In order to do so, it is important to reach audiences were they 

are active, not only because of the easiness of interaction with them but also because this is an easy way 

to spare resources. This is because setting up similar platforms for projects directed at the audience 

requires substantial investments and is time-consuming, not to mention the difficulty of having to 

inform audiences and direct them to this new platform. If the institution’s intention when establishing a 

digital strategy is to deepen or broaden its relationship with audiences, projects should also be based 

around the set of skills of the targeted audience. In order to avoid non-responses to digital activities, 

projects need to be clear, simple enough for the public to engage in them, allow creative freedom from 

the audience and be entertaining or engaging enough for the public to want to participate. The use of co-

creative projects should be carefully reviewed and planned in order for them to be effectively 

implemented, which I believe they should be as they help shift authority and democratize information 

and ultimately the cultural sector as a whole. 

Adopt a hub-and-spoke model: 

Adopting a hub-and-spoke model is a good way to spread digital efforts across the organization whilst 

keeping a central control of the strategy. It is a model that helps inter-departmental communication as it 

allows for cooperation to be organized by a central team. Although centrally organized, this model of 

organization can help companies move towards having a digital culture as a whole, rather than having 

digital activities confined to one department. This is applicable to large, medium as well as small sized 
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institutions which may operate in the same way on a smaller scale, with a central organization which 

could be formed by few members.  
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Appendix 1: Tate’s website homepage screenshots (source: Tate Online, n.d.) 

Year 2000: 

 

Year 2004: 
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Year: 2006 

 

 

Year: 2012 
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Appendix 2: Summary of the seven goals of the digital strategy 2010-2012 (Stack, 2010) 

1. Improve the online visitor experience 

The website structure used to follow the structure of the organization itself, which is one of the things 

the digital team wanted to change: 

the idea of the new website was to make a conscious effort to break down the structure of the old website, which was 

really structured around the organization, to the point where you could probably take a map of the organization and a 

map of the website and put them on top of each other and that would be like tracing paper, to something that is much 

more user centred and user focused. Suddenly the places where these ambitions of these different departments are 

going to be played out are the same spaces (John Stack interviewed by Rui Guerra, 2012b). 

In order to improve the user experience and facilitate the navigation, five areas of change were 

highlighted. The first one being redesigning the website in a number of ways: 

 Having a “clean and contemporary” graphic design (Stack, 2010: n.p.); 

 Having few individually designed microsites; 

 Designing sections such as Young Tate and Tate Kids, so that they denote a self-contained 

community addressing specific audience needs; 

 Displaying artworks, video and multimedia more prominently than text; 

 Implementing information and technical architecture that would support future projects and 

ambitions for future redesigns to be more easily implemented; 

 Having a single-user login “so that users can administer all their site preferences (collection 

perspectives, email bulletin settings, online course progress, My Collection, ecommerce logins, 

membership, patrons, shop, comments, forums etc.) and push notifications to email and social 

media in a single place” (Stack, 2010: n.p.); 

 Improving the website’s accessibility. 

 

The second being content reorganisation in order to remove the organisation’s structure from the 

website. These changes were numerous and consisted on the division of content, not by department, but 

by sections such as ‘articles’ or ‘learning resources’. Finding content was set to improve by the 

promotion of related content, as “all content will be tagged with metadata enabling related items to be 

listed automatically” (Stack, 2010, n.p.). For example, on the artwork pages, the web team decided to 

add the button ‘you may also like’ which was an idea they got from e-commerce sites (John Stack 

interviewed by Rui Guerra, 2012c). This was slightly changed subsequently to make it so that the 

suggestions “would try and show you some more unusual things, so that you could essentially move 

throughout the entire collection without ever having to put something into the search box” (John Stack 

interviewed by Rui Guerra, 2012c). To facilitate the finding of content even further, Tate aimed to have 
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a ‘search’ function that would show results in a single interface, as opposed to there being multiple 

search buttons for different sections of the website and none for its entirety. 

 

The third element for the improvement of the user’s experience was moving the collection back to the 

heart of the website, promoting it on the homepage through blog articles, social media and email. Users 

would customise their ‘perspective’ of an artwork: “‘perspective’ functionality will enable the same art 

work to be viewed in different ways. For example, one perspective will highlight scholarly material, 

while another will be image-led, showing the art work at near full-screen resolution along with images 

of related works. Users will be able to select and customise their perspective, which will persist while 

they explore the online collection” (Stack, 2010: n.p). Customisation will expand to users curating their 

own online collection by making them able to “write their own labels, annotate these and then share 

them online and with others via social media if they choose. Implementation of social tagging and 

crowdsourcing of metadata will help create a data set that will support the rich browse interfaces such 

as maps and related art works and artists and provide an alternative, user-centred taxonomy for 

the collection” (Stack, 2010: n.p.). The collection was intended to ease the addition of new features and 

functionalities in the future, and “at its heart is the Art & Artists section, which allows visitors to search 

the collection through artistic movements, geographical areas, artists and historical periods” (Tate 

Report 2011-12: 52). 

 

The fourth element was the digitisation of the archive to publish its content online, whilst the fifth 

element was the new online editorial style guide in response to “the emergence of individual voices 

from within Tate” (Stack, 2010: n.p.). 

 

2. Promote lifelong learning 

The promotion of learning was to follow opportunities for users to interact, play and build communities 

of interest. The digital strategy for learning was divided in segments: Tate Kids for children, Young 

Tate for teenagers, Schools and Teachers area, Adult Learners and Scholarship and Research. Tate Kids 

“focuses on learning by doing. The site promotes children’s creativity through an online community 

where children can upload their own art works, display them next to Tate collection works, and 

comment on each other’s works” (Stack, 2010: n.p.). The site focuses on learning through fun activities 

and games with the aim of sparking an interest in this young audience for them to join Young Tate as 

they get older. In terms of interactivity, “for obvious reasons it has very limited community 

functionality” (John stack interviewed by Rolan Squire, 2013) as opposed to other areas of the website. 

The nature of the website was thus changing as “the museum website is not just our art, it’s starting to 
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be other people’s art including children” (John stack interviewed by Rolan Squire, 2013). Tate Kids 

remains one of the most popular parts of the website (I4). 

 

The aim for Young Tate was to “launch an online community website for young people” (Stack, 2010: 

n.p.) to help the developing of their creativity and facilitate their potential entry to the creative 

industries, including receiving information on how to apply to art schools. As with Tate Kids, users 

could upload their work online and interact with other users. In addition, Young Tate aimed to 

“integrate with existing social networks (Facebook, Flickr, YouTube etc.) and partner them on specific 

projects rather than trying to create a competing social networking website” (Stack, 2010: n.p.). Young 

Tate never managed to have the success that Tate Kids had, which raised the question of whether this 

section of the website should be kept or whether it should be moved entirely to social media platforms. 

The relative failure of this section of the website was attributed by John Stack to the way that it was 

implemented “because it started as being a place that kind of showcased the work that young people 

were doing in the galleries...But the truth is that when we showed them to young people and said what 

do you think about this? They said, ‘Why would I be interested in that? ‘Why would I be interested in 

seeing what other young people are doing in the galleries?’ Which is a good point” (I4). 

 

The schools and teachers area of the website’s aim was to be simplified and include teaching packs that 

could be downloadable as well as other e-learning resources, which was also the aim for the adult 

learners section, as well as to create “a new database-driven elearning browser... so that users can 

browse by artist, category, subject matter etc. to find resources relevant to their interests” (Stack, 2010: 

n.p.). In addition online courses were set to launch as a new source of revenue. 

 

The scholarship and research section aimed to build online communities of scholars around Tate’s 

research centres, each of which would “be provided with a project blog to update their specialist 

audiences on developments and findings and to invite contributions from third parties” (Stack, 2010: 

n.p.).  

 

3. Develop engaging platforms for multiple voices, discussion and debate 

With the aim of encouraging the public to collaborate and contribute, dialogue and debate were 

promoted through the website “through forums, blogs and community websites and through Tate 

activity on third-party social media websites” (Stack, 2010, n.p.).  

 

The homepage was seen as extremely important by people in the organization who would “kind of 

obsess” about it (John Stack interviewed by Rui Guerra, 2012c) when in reality “only about 7% of user 
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journeys go through the home page” (John Stack interviewed by Rui Guerra, 2012c) meaning that only 

7% of users either start their journey from the home page or arrive to it at some point, thus not a lot of 

users actually see it. The digital team “felt very strongly that the homepage should lead with an 

artwork” (John Stack interviewed by Rui Guerra, 2012c) and not just that but also audience comments. 

In 2012 when the new website was launched, users saw 

a really large artwork images on top and then lower down the page, there are kind of promotional spaces for 

exhibitions and other things that generate revenue, and then lower down the page to videos and apps and other 

things, that kind of latest things that we are developing (John Stack interviewed by Rui Guerra, 2012c) 

The idea was to have a different artwork shown each week, with a corresponding blog post about it 

written by a member of the web department. The purpose was to build a community of people that 

would comment on those artworks, to then select some of those comments made by the public and 

display them next to the artwork on the homepage. This was again done to “try to position the Tate’s 

website as a place that’s about art, and a place that’s about audience engagement where you can come 

and say what you think” (John Stack interviewed by Rui Guerra, 2012c). 

Some discussions on the website were left among audience members whilst others included responses 

from Tate, which required several staff members’ help: “unmediated interaction with online audiences 

will be new to almost everyone involved and therefore training, new policies and new skills will need to 

be developed to help Tate staff shape communities” (Stack, 2010: n.p.).  

 

Social media was highlighted as a major component in the engagement goal with the audience, “social 

media websites are not just a new platform to advertise our activities or promote our brand. We must 

transparently interact with audiences and, though this is labour intensive, the result will be an engaged 

audience with whom we have a deep relationship” (Stack, 2010: n.p.).  

 

In addition, to reach an international audience the digital strategy stated the need to develop content for 

the fast growing non-English speaking audiences. 

 

4. Develop open content platforms 

The aim was to empower the audience to reuse Tate content through new end user licences. This was 

planned through the distribution of content to third-party websites, which would allow Tate to reach 

new audiences in platforms where they are active, namely YouTube, iTunes, iTunes U, Flickr, 

Wikipedia and Google Earth (Stack, 2012). To get attention from users, Tate wanted to make it possible 

for users to subscribe and receive notifications of new content; “it should be possible to integrate these 

updates with social media, mobile phone applications and email and this will be investigated” (Stack, 
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2010: n.p.). In addition, Tate’s aim was for its collection database to “be opened up through a public 

data feed or API (application programming interface) to allow Tate’s collection dataset to be accessible 

to third parties. This will be limited by copyright restrictions on images. Through the API, new 

acquisitions and changes to data will be pushed to users” (Stack, 2010: n.p.). Because “most of the 

content on Tate Online is published under restrictive end-user licences” Tate proposed auditing those 

“and review what content could be released under a more permissive licence that would enable users to 

reuse and remix this content as part of their own creative projects or research” (Stack, 2010: n.p.). This 

would allow users for instance to “take art work images from the collection and share them on their 

non-commercial blogs, social media profiles or online project so long as this includes the correct 

caption information and a link to Tate Online” (Stack, 2010: n.p.). 

5. Maximise ecommerce opportunities 

The aim was to know consumers better by having their contact details and following their behaviour, to 

personalise their online experience and develop long-term relationships with them. In order to make a 

revenue. Revenue became an opportunity for the digital activity: “the majority of the content on the 

website is distributed free and it is envisaged that this will continue to be the case. However, significant 

opportunities exist around online revenue generation. We shall also investigate new digital products and 

‘freemium’ models where basic content and services are offered for free with a paid for 

premium service” (Stack, 2010: n.p.). Additionally, “Tate books and products and ticketed events will 

be promoted throughout the website in context...The promotional spots will be generated dynamically 

so that they are always up to date with current products” (Stack, 2010: n.p.). Tate also set to initiate a 

digital publishing programme in 2010-2011 and to build microsites to “support individual fundraising 

campaigns and micro donations will be asked for as part of ticket and product purchases” (Stack, 2010: 

n.p.).  

 

6. Develop content for mobile devices 

The importance of mobile technology is a point that was highlighted several times in the digital 

strategy, with the objective of playing “to the strengths of this new platform, which include providing 

entertainment to fill spare time, location awareness, and a tool for building online communities” (Stack, 

2010: n.p.). By 2010, Tate had several mobile apps in development phases, which were launched in 

2012-2013. The first one was ‘The Magic Tate Ball’ app which “uses the date, time-of-day and the 

user’s geographical location to suggest related works of art from the Tate collection” (Tate Report 

2012-13: 36). The app was downloaded 100,000 times in its first six months. The second app was the 

‘The Pocket Art Gallery’ which enabled users “to hang famous artworks wherever [they] are in the 

world using augmented reality technology” (Tate Report 2012-13: 36). The third app was the ‘The 

Gallery of Lost Art’ which 
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was a year-long online exhibition that told fascinating stories about the disappearance of major works of modern and 

contemporary art by over forty artists, including such figures as Marcel Duchamp, Joan Miró, Willem de Kooning 

and Rachel Whiteread. In the virtual warehouse-like space visitors discovered tables with photographs, newspaper 

cuttings, letters and films about the lost works and explored the different ways in which loss has silently shaped our 

understanding of art history. The winner of several national and international prizes, the exhibition was seen by over 

100,000 people (Tate Report 2012/13: 36).  

 

Tate also aimed to “investigate opportunities for mobile ticketing, mobile fundraising and SMS-based 

communications” (Stack, 2010: n.p.). 

 

7. Create sustainable information, design and technical architectures 

To avoid having to renovate the website continuously, Tate sought to be prepared for rapid changes by 

having a scalable technical and information architecture (Stack, 2010: n.p.). This meant thinking of “the 

complete lifespan of this project beyond it just happening, so that we can archive this thing forever. And 

so one of the big shifts we made was to build things in a way that once the project came to an end, we 

could sustainably manage that website effectively indefinitely. So that’s the sustainability part” (I4). As 

John Stack stated that with the previous website, the digital team “ended having to overcome a 

Frankenstein monster of lots of different kinds of technology that had been added to support the needs 

of different projects. And we wanted to reduce the overhead and have a single core that was running 

everything” (Stack interviewed by Rui Guerra, 2012e), which is why Tate selected Drupal as the 

website Content management system (CMS). The choice was done because there is no license fee, it 

has several plugins and a committed community to the product worldwide (John Stack interviewed by 

Rui Guerra, 2012e).  

 

In terms of copyright,  

management of the rights of the content on the website is set to become increasingly difficult and expensive as we 

acquire more annual licences. We propose a new model that uses extensive linking to content on other websites as 

the solution to this problem. Where a work is not covered by fair dealing or within the collection the policy will be to 

link to this resources elsewhere and then monitor (and ask users to report) broken links (Stack, 2010: n.p.). 
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Appendix 3: Literal transcription of the interview with Sandy Nairne, December 1st, 2015. via skype. 

1. Is it correct that you joined Tate in 1976 as an assistant curator at The Tate Gallery?  

Yes, I had two periods of working at the Tate. In 1976 until the end of 1979 and then I left, and was 

doing other jobs and other roles and then I went back again in 1994 and stayed until 2002. 
 

2. Was it your idea to set up the Digital Programmes team? 

Yes, though I don’t think it was my idea on my own in the sense that I think it was out of discussions 

that we were having through the 90s. Before I came back to the Tate, I had been working before that 

with the Arts Council, and I was running the Arts Council - I was director of visual arts for the arts 

council so I was thinking a lot across the sector in the late 80s and into the 90s about digital 

development. In fact I took time out from that Arts Council role to do research in the States about early 

digital development, at the time of laser disks, this is I’m sure before you can remember. But anyway, 

the early days of laser disks were very interesting about what kinds of changes would be needed and 

what kinds of things museums would be doing. In fact I published a report for the Arts Council, it was 

entitled “Very Spaghetti” because everything was so tangled and was so complicated about trying to 

find a way forward. So then at the end of that period I was working on a book, a project called 

“Thinking about exhibitions” for Routledge with two other authors and researchers. So when I went 

back to the Tate in 1994, it was already a period in which the Internet was just starting. In the early 90s 

obviously it was just before the web but the early days, of the beginnings of email and it’d already been 

clear from if you like, the period of the laser disks period if we call it that. So that the question of 

digitizing the collection, of database work, had already come forward for the Tate and the Tate had 

made some cautious but initial moves.  
 

Anyway the point of this is really I suppose to explain that by the time we got to 1994-95 and certainly 

96-97, it was beginning to be obvious that two different things needed to work together. On one hand, 

you had people thinking about the collection, registrar type people thinking about the information 

around the collection and how could digital resources help them; and then you had another group of 

people thinking about communication and new forms of promotion and new forms of exchange with 

potential audiences. So what came out of that was pretty obvious which was that you needed to think 

between these two areas and so that is why the idea of developing a digital strategy became important 

towards the end of the 90s. And I think we were also, I mean in that period, we had a lot of physical 

development, the Tate you have to imagine, is that from 1994, was when the site was agreed for Tate 

Modern and so we began through the 90s to have an idea that yes we had this huge project of creating a 

new museum but we began to have a sense that there was this other project of beginning to create 

virtual or digital realm for Tate that ought to sit alongside it. And there were various people who put 

proposals to us as well; there were artists and others who were putting proposals about the digital realm. 
 

3. Just to make sure, as the Director of International Programmes, was that the title that you had in 

1994? 
No, the title slightly changed. The sort of overall title was Director of Programs. At one point I was 

Director of National and Regional Programmes. At another point I was just called Director of 

Programmes. We slightly restructured in that period. The basic point is that there were two people who 

were in effect Deputy Directors. One was the Director of Finance and Resources, Alex Beard, who 

when I left he carried on as a single deputy director and then I was the other Deputy 
Director Alex and I were the two Deputy Directors, he had Finance and if you’d like I had Programing. 

And a lot of this was restructured in order to allow Nick Serota as the overall Director of Tate to focus 

on the huge task of raising all the money for Tate Modern, and also working with the architects of Tate 

Modern.  
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4. This is quite interesting because I am also focusing on organizational structure for the paper, and I 

wanted to understand whether the introduction of the digital strategy made you change the 

organizational structure or if it was fitted in order to be consistent with the existing organizational 

structure at the time? 
 

We didn’t change the organizational structure to make it happen. If you like, there was an overall, a 

Director of Collections and although the Director of Collections was not, if you like, quite the same 

level as Alex and myself, that person had a great deal of obviously of command over the collections, 

and development of the collection and I guess that was the only other person who might have been 

taking on a digital strategy, but the fact was that I had much more involvement and much more 

engagement in thinking about digital matters in my background and in the work I’d done. And also 

perhaps crucially, communications came under me, so the most senior person in communications in 

terms of marketing, press, PR and all that came under me, so I was able to promote the idea that we 

ought to develop a digital strategy. Clearly needed to be very close to collection, but actually I wanted it 

more public facing and the other link was that I had an overview of Education - all Learning and 

Education came under me so again, I was making a linkage to Learning and to Education, that’s very 

important.  
 

5. Would you consider the introduction of the website in 1998 as the first step towards the digitization 

strategy? 
 

Yes in the sense that it was the first really big public facing move we’d made, but we had as I said, the 

other bit of the background was digitising the collection. And we’d already worked to digitise much of 

the so called primary collection, the paintings and sculptures. But we did take on another project in the 

same period which is to digitise all of the Turner collection. The Tate has the bequest that came from 

the artist J. W. Turner, which includes a huge number, thousands of his watercolours. So there aren’t so 

many paintings but there is a huge number of watercolours and to have all of those digitised became 

another project of importance to think about. So I suppose I was very minded that you had to have the 

resources in the background of from the collection as the core of what you were going to do, whether in 

a website or in other kinds of digital sharing.  
 

6. And in what year was the digitisation of the collection finished? 
 

It’s a good question. I’m not sure I am going to remember. Certainly work had already gone on initially 

transferring all the files, the transparencies. To start with it was simply done like in many other 

museums, transferring the transparencies but often the transparencies were not the best quality, they 

were good but they weren’t the absolute best. So actually what began was also a rolling program of 

going back and scanning fresh important works in the collection and getting the primary works 

reconsidered from an image point of view. But I think we were very aware that we needed the website 

to be ahead of the making of the new physical museums. Somebody actually, an American artist, well 

British originally but lived in America for a long time, Antony McCaul; Antony tried to persuade us 

that we should build a digital Tate Modern, we should have the complete Tate Modern in a 3D digital 

format. I’m not sure it could have been done but he was trying to convince us that we should put a lot of 

resources into it, and we didn’t have the resources and we didn’t think it was the right thing to do. But 

we were very mindful that we wanted already this ideal that what was happening in the galleries were to 

some degree mirrored in what would happen in the website but then of course what began to happen 

was realising that you needed to have the idea of the digital space as another Tate, and so if you’d like, 

it began to almost reverse - instead of saying the website mirrors what happens in the galleries it began 
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to be what people now accept more, which is the concept of course of a digital space as being its own 

space.  
 

You probably know there were a few projects we did with artists soon after that, some of them were 

attached to Tate Britain, because we got delayed on the development to Tate Britain. So we did some 

work with artists and Susan Collins was an artist we worked with and she made, as a kind of joke about 

it, she made Tate in Space. So she had the idea that it was going to be the next Tate, was going to be in 

Space, so we had Tate Modern, Tate Britain, Tate Liverpool, Tate St Ives and then Tate in Space, so she 

designed the whole idea of Tate that was up above by the moon. 
 

7. It almost seems like in the beginning people used this terminology saying that it was almost a 

brochure-like website until 2000 when there was a restructuring and then it was considered as a 

5th gallery. But I’m wondering, in the beginning when it was a brochure-like website, I believe it 

was Layla Painter the part-time web editor who was in charge of the website, is this correct? 
 

Yeah I think that’s right, I think she was doing that initial work, and you are quite right, brochure is the 

right phrase, in a sense that’s all it was. But it was more linked, partly in my mind, it was linked 

actually with managing the collection because the big challenge in the 90s was to not just creating Tate 

Modern, it was also organizing the central positioning of knowing where all the works of art were; what 

was in Liverpool, what was in St Ives, what was being hang, and planning these things, I mean quite a 

lot of my role was to coordinate the planning because we had deliberately a devolved structure, so that 

there was a Director of Tate Modern, a Director of Tate Britain, a Director obviously of Tate Liverpool 

and St Ives. Each of them and their curators in effect could be choosing what the displays were, and 

they might all be choosing the same works of art at the same time for future displays. So in my mind, 

the web was also pretty early on becoming linked to the database that had to be dynamic in terms of 

responding to planning internal stuff if you like. So you are right, it was brochure, but it was also linked 

to the better use of the database, better use of the images. 
 

8. The initial intent of the website, would you say it was mainly informative, in terms of showing 

opening times, and educative in terms of the learning department?   
 

Yes, I think it was those things but it was also about the information about the collection. I mean, here 

is a big collection, only some of which is on view. So being able to show the works of art that were not 

on view, was really important. 
 

9. Do you think that you managed to achieve what you wanted to achieve with the website at the time 

when you left the Tate? 
 
Yes and no. I was pleased by the time I finished in 2002 that we had achieved quite a bit of what we 

were trying to do and certainly appointing Jemima was really important because, I mean for me 

Jemima, the history that Jemima had was two things, well she had other things, but two things particular 

that were important for me: one was that she had worked at the ICA, so she knew artists-based 

institutions and she knew about working with artists. But she’d also worked for a period with British 

Petroleum, with BP. In fact, one of the things that she’s done was to work for BP was to join up all their 

websites around the world, they all had separate websites, all the little branches of BP in different 

countries, and to me that was fantastic because I needed somebody who knew how to join things up, 

who could. Because it was becoming clear that as the World Wide Web was developing, you were 

going to make progress if you could make a joining up of information, a linkage of information. And I 
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remember there was a moment where I realised using the term of inter-operability, so inter-operability 

became a really crucial term. So the appointment of Jemima was really important and she was able to 

build a team and she was able to take forward that work. We also gave her if you like, a key person out 

of exhibitions, Sarah Tinsley, had worked in the exhibitions department and she then joined Jemima to 

really help build that team as they went forward, and I think that was crucial to have someone as well 

internal who knew an exhibitions department and was familiar with making exhibitions. But the other 

thing in the background was a failure, which is the big failure of course in the 90s we were building a 

dotcom. I don’t know where your research has come across this, but from 199...must be around 1998 

through to 2000 or just until 2001, we were part of that crazy dotcom boom and we had a joint project 

with the Museum of Modern Art in New York, it was called Muse. So I don’t know whether you’ve 

seen in the papers something called Muse. Yes, you wanted to build an e-commerce website. Yeah, it 

was an e-commerce website but it was, if you looked at the business plan you would be very amused 

because, if you like, we believed well everybody believed that this could happen. I mean like everything 

in the dotcom boom it was based on a mad sense of trust that there would be this huge expansion of an 

e-commerce market, and it seemed completely logical that if you put two great museums of modern art, 

you put the Tate and the Museum of Modern Art, that you would have a fantastic synergy 

internationally. Two things we didn’t know: one was that of course the Museum of Modern Art is not 

joined up, whereas the Tate, at least we were one website, we were one database. But actually MoMA 

was a bunch of different databases, so design department, film department, photography, they each had 

totally separate databases; but worse they had different commands, they had different people in charge 

of them. So anyway, it wasn’t going to work probably because of that, but equally of course, then the 

market wasn’t there and quite a lot of money was spent: well over £1 million was spent, given by a 

benefactor to develop it which was...we didn’t go anywhere; the whole thing collapsed. But I think it 

gave some of us a very, not a cautious view, but a view that recognised that these ideas of where the 

web was going, you know, needed to be tempered with a realism of what you can actually do and make 

work for your audience much more immediately.  
 

10. What I didn’t understand clearly from reading the newspapers was exactly how it would have 

worked. I’m not so sure I understood the business plan. 
 

It was going to work by Tate licensing its collection into a common entity, so setting up a business 

structure between the Museum of Modern Art and Tate, in which Museum of Modern Art and Tate 

would each put their collections into this common entity called Muse or whatever it was finally called. 

And it would mean that if you decided as a customer to go buy a desk lamp, or an image of a work of 

art you would be given the sense that you were buying the best desk lamp in the world because the 

Museum of Modern Art had told you it was the best desk lamp in the world. Or if you went and bought 

a beautiful cushion or a piece of fabric, again the Museum of Modern Art and the Tate were the people 

to tell you why that was fabulous. But of course, people don’t behave like that and they don’t respond to 

just being told. Anyway, the market wasn’t there and the whole thing collapsed. But there was one of 

these dotcom development companies, they were called Siant and were hired between the two museums 

to do the development, but it meant one of us in the senior team, either Alex or myself had to be in New 

York every two weeks through the spring of 2000 and that Spring of 2000 particularly there was a lot of 

pressure; I was also dealing with the recovery of two stolen Turner paintings in Germany, that was 

another story. But anyway, there were a lot of things going on but it did mean that alongside creating 

Tate Modern, I was always aware that trying to produce the very best website, but probably not the 

most cutting edge. I began to be aware that you didn’t want to be at the cutting edge, you wanted to be a 

bit behind the cutting edge. So we were always watching other people’s websites, we were always 

looking at everybody else’s work but thinking okay fine, let’s just stay one step behind, it’s going to be 

a better place to be. Why do you say that? Well because if you’re in the front step you are probably 

going to get things wrong and you are probably going to waste quite a lot of money, and you know we 

lost a lot of money on Muse and it was not insignificant.  
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11. So who were you looking to imitate in a way? 
I suppose, well, we used to have a conversation with Getty, we had quite a good conversation with what 

Getty was developing in that period. Later a bit of conversation with Guggenheim, they came in and 

indeed MoMA itself also caught up quite quickly. I mean we were very aware that we didn’t have a big 

pile of money to develop the website. We had to try and do it in clever ways between other bits of 

money here and there. So some of it was about then developing really good design, trying to get the 

way in which it operated and the ease of use and then trying to integrate the learning programs into the 

work. 
 

12. Were there any other risks that you saw in the beginning fora digital strategy other than the loss 

and the costs?  
 

No, I think there was a risk that some of the curators felt, which is that I think that some of the curators 

felt there was maybe a risk about the loss of control for them whereas they were used to the fact, if you 

like, that every label and every position in which a work of art was hung in the galleries, up to a certain 

point, had been their control. Actually that changed, at a certain point we took the control away from 

the curators about the labels. They didn’t like that initially but in the end, we appointed a curator of 

interpretation, somebody who really was in charge of interpretation and writing. And that was the same 

moment really when we were pulling away from the curators...or rather, pulling away is the wrong 

term. We were convincing them that their knowledge and their expertise was better translated by other 

people who knew how to do it into public form. But for them it was a bigger risk, for them they were 

more worried about how this worked. The other risk was of course all the arguments about copyright 

and about copyright protection. We had huge arguments about whether or not we should be a high 

resolution or low resolution and this question of what in Britain as you will know, is this false 

copyright, that all the museums in Britain managed to prove that if you took a transparency, a 

photograph of a painting, although the painting was out of copyright, you had a copyright you would 

insist there was a copyright in the transparency, in the photograph of the painting. And then our 

commercial department, our trading department was then of course keen to resist having high resolution 

images on the web. They would only allow, now these things have changed now but in those days we 

used to have battles about resolutions. But those things have changed now because of a change of law 

or how was it solved? No no no, in the end it was changed, there was no change of law, because in the 

end the risk has not proven to be a concern, because you know for most museums realised that actually 

people taking photographs and people using the images of the web isn’t a problem. But when we started 

making the Tate website, when we talked to artists, most of them simply said no to their works being 

reproduced on the web, nearly all of them said no in the first years. It took a long time to persuade 

them, or they began to realize in the use of the web themselves that it was completely okay for them to 

allow, because these works were still in copyright, they had to give permission. And because everybody 

feared that these works would be misused in the web. 
 

13. Along those lines, was there also a fear that having the Tate Online would cannibalize in a way the 

visits to the museum because people would visit it online? 
 

It’s a good question. Certainly some people asked the question, but I never seriously thought it was a 

worry, quite the reverse. I always believed, there’s a famous line of the writer John Berger, there’s a 

famous book by John Berger called “Ways of Seeing” from 1971, and in 1971 he holds up, it was also a 

television program, he holds up a postcard of the Mona Lisa and he says, this is the postcard, there are 

more postcard of this painting sold than any other postcard in the world of any work of art, and he says, 

every one of these postcards is another person who wants to see the original. And of course he was 

right. The desire, the whole thing was about increasing desire.  
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We did have a very nice example, Jemima may have told you that when we tracked the web users of 

Tate in the early years, we found out there was a very big web use in Brazil and we saw there was this 

great push from South America, Latin America, Brazil particularly of web usage. And we couldn’t 

work it out to start with and then we began to do a bit more research and we realized that of course what 

it was, was that in Brazil you’ve got a very good education system, you got very good higher education, 

but you haven’t got so many museums, and you particularly haven’t got so many museums of modern 

art. They have some museums of modern art. So what that web usage represented was desire, it was 

people in Brazil who desired to have relationships with those works of art. So when I was developing 

the international strategy, one of the very first places we did more work, was Brazil. And we then set 

about making partnership and then actually sent exhibitions to Brazil from the Tate. 
 

14. Was it a priority to have the Tate brand represented online and was there a fear that it wouldn’t 

quite translate on the Tate Online? 
 

It was very important and certainly the person who headed our communications work was Damien 

Whitmore in this period. Damien went on to become in effect, Director of Programmes at the V&A and 

did some important work at the V&A. But it was Damien who led the work on the rebranding of the 

Tate as a whole and Wolff Olins were the consultants for that. And so this idea of Tate, the single word 

Tate, was quite controversial to start with. We had to convince the trustees of the Tate that it can no 

longer be called the Tate Gallery, it’d just be called Tate. And of course there was a lot of joking about 

taking away the word “the”, you know it just seemed very pretentious to some people. But it was also 

saying okay, here’s Tate meaning one collection, one organization and then Tate Britain, Tate Modern, 

Tate Liverpool and Tate St Ives. And in a sense the web became of course the way of representing Tate 

as the single organization. So it coincided I would say, the two things went parallel hand in hand, of this 

was the moment of creating an organization that had much more presence internationally, much more 

presence in the art world, but at the same time, using the web is the way of expressing it and finding out 

more about it. 
 

15. What would you recommend to a smaller museum wanting to imitate in a way what Tate has 

accomplished digitally? 
 
Don’t try and do too much. Do it bit by bit. Certainly Tate was bit by bit, I mean even now when there’s 

a lot of depth to the Tate’s site and you can find lots of things if you go searching. It was built up in bits 

and it didn’t need to be all done. People would write plans that had this idea, oh we are going to 

transform it in one go; it doesn’t need to be transformed in one go. It was perfectly good to just do it in 

stages, and also the demand, if you like, I think digital demand you create digital demand. People may 

think they want it but they won’t know they want it until you offer it to them. Of course a huge growth 

in the last 10 years has been interactivity. You know if I talked about inter-operability, it was about 

making systems work together but of course since then, the big push has been interactivity with viewers 

and users and commentators and people who participate through the web. And Tate has taken that a 

whole stage further than many others and that’s been really important work, to try and think what that 

means to make it a much more engaged place than simply just info and promotion, obviously it has to 

go way beyond than that. But the answer is bit by bit. You don’t have to build it very large. I do think 

that for me there’s the core thing about having your collection for any museum, it is pretty critical to 

digitise your collection and have that available. Or rather, I find that very very annoying, that there are 

many quite famous museums where I cannot find all the works in their collection and they’re not 

ordered on their web and I find that a real difficulty. 
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16. In terms of communication, all departments now seem to have a head of digital strategy, was that a 

problem in the beginning, kind of communicating all together and having a centralized web team? 

Would it have been better to have it decentralized? 

 
Well, we spent our time talking, it didn’t happen. We were always talking about decentralizing, we 

were always talking about saying, if the system worked perfectly, everybody in Liverpool would write 

their own copy and they would upload it into the website and when they do something they would do 

their own. But a bit of Tate Liverpool programming and a little bit that would happen, but what we 

knew was that the central control of course and the central editing really did matter in terms of quality. 

And also that brand wise you couldn’t have Tate Liverpool with a different brand looking different 

from Tate Britain. I mean there could be different aspects to it, there could be different elements of it, 

but it had to feel it was in the family of Tate. And that everybody, I mean I was pretty strong about it. I 

spent a lot of time making clear to everybody that that’s how it was going to be. They needed to take 

part in it. But we also tried to allow people were we could to learn skills to be able to edit and do some 

digital programming themselves. Were there like training programs? Yeah, we began to try and help 

make sure that people didn’t think of this as just only a central team but as something that was more of 

a discussion and conversation. Just organized by… Yes internally.   
 

17. Last question, would you have done anything differently had you stayed at the Tate a little bit 

longer in terms of the digital strategy? 
 

I don’t know that I would. I’m not sure that, as soon as I left the Tate of course I was focusing on the 

Portrait Gallery and its website and its own work, so if you like, I lost touch with the detail of what the 

Tate was doing. I knew broadly what they were up to and I’ve known since but not closely. So I don’t 

think I can comment. No, I just admired what Tate has been doing, I think it’s been developing great 

work and obviously Jemima’s gone elsewhere, is now doing great work in another way with the Royal 

Collections. So mostly I’ve just been admiring what other people have been doing. 
 

18. Would it be okay if I quote you on my paper? Yeah of course, you can use anything I’ve said is 

you’re welcome to use of course, it’s all available if anything is useful.      
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